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The Local Initiative Facility for Urban Environment (LIFE)
demonstrates what UNDP can do to make its contribution to
sustainable human development practical. The project was
intended as a pilot effort in constructing practical models to
influence the building of local partnerships to tackle urban
poverty and improve the condition of the urban environment.
The project has had a demonstration effect and significant local
impact. In some cases it has also influenced the way in which
UNDP designs an element of its country programmes. With a
properly developed and adequately financed learning strategy,
this project could also contribute to broader development
thinking, in UNDP and elsewhere, as well as help to inform
country programme formation. For UNDP the project demon-
strates the effectiveness of new partnerships in building
community-level projects and the positive benefits to be
achieved through participatory approaches to project planning
and implementation.

–Office of Evaluation and Strategic Planning, UNDP 
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Sustainable human development (SHD) places people at the
centre of development and gives the highest priority to poverty
reduction, sustainable livelihood, environmental regeneration
and women’s participation in all phases of the development
process. The goal of sustainable human development is to cre-
ate an enabling environment where all people can act to
improve the quality of their lives.

Attaining sustainable human development is not possible
without good governance. Improving governance means effect-
ing change at the local, national, regional and global levels.
UNDP is committed to developing capacities for good gover-
nance as a primary means of eradicating poverty and all other
forms of exclusion. On an unprecedented scale, central gov-
ernments around the world are allocating substantial portions
of their national budgets, devolving administrative responsibil-
ities and decentralising economic control to regional and local
authorities.

Building capacity for local governance requires involving
civil society organisations and the private sector in partnership
with government. A key message of UNDP’s Policy on
Governance is that building capacity in all three domains of
governance—the state, civil society and the private sector—is
critical for sustaining human development. The role of govern-
ment becomes that of a facilitator—a catalytic force to spur
partnerships and encourage cooperative solutions to the chal-
lenges of urban and rural development.
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In the past, a large portion of UNDP funding was given to
central governments to improve public sector economic and
financial management. This focus has changed. UNDP—at the
request of governments and in support of sustainable human
development—assists in building capacity for good governance,
popular participation, private and public sector development
and growth with equity. Almost 30 percent of UNDP funding
support is currently provided to projects focussing on strength-
ening capacities for governance. Support to decentralisation
and local governance appears in almost 70 percent and support
to civil society institutions in 65 percent of all planned UNDP
programmes.

The UNDP 2001 change management process has high-
lighted the need to transform UNDP into a learning organisa-
tion to link policy development and evaluation by capturing and
disseminating country-based experience and best practices.
Within this change process, the key responsibilities of the
Bureau for Policy and Programme Support (BPPS) include act-
ing as a global hub for the synthesis and development of cross-
regional and global knowledge and products, developing
policies, strategies and methodologies in UNDP’s main focus
areas, and developing and pilot-testing a series of well-defined
global products and programme instruments. 

The Management Development and Governance Division
(MDGD) of BPPS has assumed these responsibilities since the
inception of the Local Initiative Facility for Urban Environment
(LIFE) in 1992. The primary objective of LIFE is to demon-
strate that facilitating local dialogue can lead to local coopera-
tion and, in turn, to effective and sustainable local action on
development projects. 

We intend the LIFE Programme to continue to serve as a
global laboratory of method and practice for future develop-
ment efforts. Our understanding of what constitutes “good”
local governance will also benefit from informed discussion
around this topic. We therefore welcome the opportunity to
hear your thoughts and comments on this book.

Special thanks are due to the governments of the
Netherlands, Sweden, Germany and Denmark for their contin-
uing substantive and financial contributions to this global
programme.
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The views expressed in this volume are not necessarily
shared by UNDP’s executive board or the member govern-
ments of UNDP.

G. Shabbir Cheema
Director
Management Development and Governance Division
Bureau for Policy and Programme Support
New York
June 1997 
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This book analyses the method and experience of the UNDP
Local Initiative Facility for Urban Environment (LIFE) from
September 1992 to May 1997. It reviews the LIFE process as
a facilitator of participatory local governance through “local-
local” dialogue—the participatory method at the heart of the
process. Although these development activities focus on the
urban environment, the method is neutral—and can be applied
to any sector where multiple stakeholders have an interest in an
agreed upon development strategy, implementation and sus-
tainable outcome.

This book is intended primarily for the partners of the LIFE
P rogramme, the local governments, NGOs and UNDP offic e s
in programme countries, and the bilateral donor development
agencies in Denmark, Germ a n y, the Netherlands and Sweden
that have joined UNDP in financing the project through cost-
sharing and parallel co-financing. It is also for a wider audience:
those interested in effective approaches to improving the living
conditions in the low-income urban settlements in developing
c o u n t ry cities and towns through part i c i p a t o ry local governance. 

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the origins of the LIFE
Programme, which includes the UNDP mandate of sustainable
human development (SHD), the importance of participatory
local governance in achieving SHD; the global trend of urban-
isation; the underlying rationale for LIFE embedded in the
need for local initiatives; and a description of the LIFE
Programme objectives. Chapter 2 details the design of the pro-
gramme and describes the LIFE structure, process and
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methodology. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the LIFE experience
to date, illustrating the impact of the LIFE methodology at the
country, regional, inter-regional and global levels. These chap-
ters also include a look at the financial strategy and cost-sharing
approach of the programme. Chapter 5 assesses the strengths
and constraints of LIFE’s participatory process and the local-
local dialogue method. Chapter 6 examines the critical issues in
mainstreaming and institutionalising the methodology and the
implications for LIFE’s future. Chapter 7 reviews the lessons
learned from experiences at the local, national and global lev-
els, and it summarises the implications for donors of UNDP’s
new country-based trust-fund proposal. It also considers the
impact of LIFE Programme experience on UNDP program-
ming. Chapter 8 includes recommendations for the tasks ahead
and a summary of the challenges to be faced in the last phase
of the pilot programme. As a companion to this book a financial
summary report has been prepared to complete the picture of
Programme inputs, outputs and impact to date, and this report
is available upon request.

We are deeply indebted to the team of consultants led by
Professor Babar Mumtaz (DPU, London) who reviewed the last
four years of reports and who prepared the primary analysis
upon which this publication is based. In addition to Professor
Mumtaz, Ms. Kendra Collins, Ms. Catherine Davis and Ms.
Deborah Musinger provided inputs to the report. Editorial
assistance and correlative inputs were provided by Mr. George
Walters, UNDP editorial consultant, and Mr. Bruce Ross-
Larson and Ms. Heidi Gifford, Communications Development
Incorporated. The most up-to-date sources of information were
the comprehensive surveys completed by the national
coordinators on almost every dimension of the programme
within their country. Other sources used in preparing this
report include quarterly and annual country programme
progress reports, country programme assessments by national
consultants, Global Advisory Committee workshop reports,
global coordinator reports and analysis, an external assessment
of the programme conducted by Mr. Hugo Navajas, interna-
tional consultant, several UNDP policy and discussion papers
on urban development and local governance, and feedback
from cost-sharing partners, LIFE national coordinators and
technical support staff on the draft edition of this report. The
Director of MDGD provided substantive guidance throughout.
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UNDP hopes that this analysis will contribute to the global
dialogue about the role of participatory local governance in
achieving sustainable human development objectives, particu-
larly for urban poverty alleviation.

Robertson Work
Senior Technical Advisor
Decentralisation and Local Governance Team
Global Coordinator, LIFE Programme (1992–97)
Management Development and Governance Division, BPPS
New York
May 1997
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The Local Initiative Facility for Urban Environment, popularly
known as “LIFE”, has become operational at the community,
country, regional, inter-regional and global levels with more
than $11 million in programme resources since its launch at the
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. 

The LIFE Programme is a community-based initiative
operating in more than 60 cities in 12 pilot countries—
Bangladesh, Brazil, Colombia, Egypt, Jamaica, Kyrg y z s t a n ,
Lebanon, Pakistan, Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania, and
Thailand. It confirms the effectiveness of part i c i p a t o ry local
g o v e rnance through local-local dialogue to address urban envi-
ronmental problems affecting the poor. In collaboration with
local urban authorities, non-governmental org a n i s a t i o n s
(NGOs), community-based organisations (CBOs) and the pri-
vate sector, the programme supports small projects that
i m p rove the local environment. These projects become the
basis for policy dialogues and strategies for scaling up the
assault on urban environmental problems that mar urban
n e i g h b o u rhoods and deter the economic advance of the poor.

LIFE also funds and supports regional and inter-regional
NGO networks and cities’ associations concerned with local
urban environmental problems, guiding and propelling
country-based initiatives from conception to reality. It encour-
ages sharing and dissemination of best practices at all levels of
the programme’s reach: local, municipal, country, regional,
inter-regional and global. LIFE also engages its bilateral and
multilateral donor partners in national and global dialogues to
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reflect on, analyse and advocate local participatory governance
in achieving sustainable human development.

The premise of LIFE is that local people and org a n i s a-
tions best determine which environmental problems need
u rgent attention—and that local solutions to local pro b l e m s
have a better chance of creating lasting change in a commu-
n i t y. The programme has had a profound impact on those
communities where it is active, and the success of its collab-
orative eff o rts is evidence that community-based org a n i s a-
tions, non-g o v e rnmental organisations and local authorities
can work together to improve the lives of people in the
swelling low-income urban settlements of the developing
world. 

LIFE has emerged within the larger context of concern for
identifying and incorporating participatory methods that fur-
ther sustainable human development. Integral to the paradigm
is the notion of decentralisation–nurtured by the awareness that
the central government cannot be the sole source and support
for development. As a mode of sustainable human develop-
ment, LIFE’s focus has been empowering individuals and insti-
tutions in local communities to understand and improve the
environment in which they live and work.

LIFE is designed to incorporate action at country,
regional and global levels, but the core focus is at the coun-
t ry level—on a three-stage process that includes “upstre a m-
d o w n s t re a m - u p s t ream” phases. In the initial upstream phase,
interactive workshops and broad-based consultations help
f o rmulate national strategies to activate communities and
mobilise re s o u rces for local projects. Through downstre a m
ongoing local consultations, collaborative projects are identi-
fied, supported and implemented, and systems for monitor-
ing and evaluation are established. An upstream policy
dialogue occurs in the final phase as collaborative pro j e c t s
lead to a collective impact on the means and methods of
municipal or national policy-making. 

The overarching objective of the LIFE process is to main-
stream and institutionalise this participatory approach by forg-
ing new partnerships among government, civil society and the
private sector. While mainstreaming and institutionalisation of
the LIFE process have begun in some quarters, the degree to
which they can effect change requires a major paradigm shift in
the development community.
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“To me LIFE means
much more than 
a process or
methodology for
development—to 
me it seems to be 
an ideology or
philosophy for getting
community people
into the centre of
development.”

—Najmus Sahar Sadiq,
Programme Officer,

Bangladesh



LIFE has found that strengthening the institutional capaci-
ties of NGOs, CBOs and local authorities requires technical
assistance in proposal writing, financial reporting, project devel-
opment and management, fund-raising and negotiation. It is
also clear that the skills and methods learned in LIFE’s small
environmental projects are easily transferred and applied to
issues in other areas, such as health or education. In some pro-
jects LIFE’s impact has already extended beyond local envi-
ronmental problems to address other issues such as gender
equality and income generation.

Other lessons include the awareness that the media and the
private sector are key elements to sustaining LIFE’s projects
and practices. The media must be enlisted to publicise and
celebrate successful projects, to educate and inform the public
about the programme method and to disseminate best practices
to as wide an audience as possible. The private sector must be
involved to help sustain the projects over time: by leveraging
private source support, encouraging the income-generation
aspect of projects and ensuring that small development enter-
prises are investment opportunities.

The success of the LIFE programme will be measured by
the extent to which LIFE takes on appropriate institutional
forms in countries and the extent to which it influences national
and international policy-making. At the regional and global lev-
els, significant progress has been made working with NGO net-
works and cities’ associations to exchange and share successful
approaches and experiences. Inter-regional conferences and
workshops have extended the LIFE philosophy and practice to
every region of the world. And a process of reflection, analysis
and advocacy of local participatory governance has begun to
change the thinking of the global development community. 

S i g n i ficant challenges remain in the last phase of the LIFE
p rogramme (1997–2000) to institutionalise, mainstream and
scale up its methods and practices. One challenge is grappling
with the political and institutional resistance to a shift in the bal-
ance of power as more citizen groups take action. A second is
ensuring quality leadership and building capacity within local
NGOs and CBOs to make them more effective agents of change.
A third is internalising the programme to make it part of national
strategic planning rather than an independent pilot under
U N D P ’s aegis. And a fourth is developing a system to expand the
p rogramme across regions and within national borders in ways
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“What we are looking
at now are the
lessons learned—
that this could be the
best solution to urban
environmental
problems. This
includes partnerships
and the involvement
of the local commu-
nity in deciding what
has to be done for the
community and their
sharing in the imple-
mentation and the
evaluation of these
experiences.”
—Brigitte Kheir Keirouz,

National Coordinator,
Lebanon



that balance LIFE’s decentralised stru c t u re with the need for
c o u n t ry-level communication, evaluation and feedback.

In the next few years the LIFE cycle will continue with pilot
testing of new small projects and the initiation of the local-local
dialogue method at the same time as projects already estab-
lished will focus on lessons, mainstreaming and institutionalisa-
tion. The projects just starting in Bangladesh and South Africa
will benefit from the lessons shared and evaluations exchanged
from other pilot countries. The other 10 countries where LIFE
is already active will continue to fund new “policy experiments”
while shifting to dissemination of best practices, scaling up and
institutionalisation. 

There are encouraging signs that the local-local dialogue
method and the local participatory approach to project devel-
opment have taken hold outside of LIFE’s direct influence.
Programmes in Mongolia and Uganda are being patterned on
the LIFE cycle, and other countries will follow.

The goal in the next few years is to build the capacities and
partnerships of local actors in communities all over the globe.
To this end, LIFE will ensure high-quality evaluation of the
experiences to date, promote the documentation, dissemina-
tion and interchange of successful approaches to urban envi-
ronmental improvements, and continue to move the local-local
methodology and policy dialogue from a local context to
national and international arenas. 
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“It is the purpose of
the LIFE team to help
us face problems of
the environment, and
the environment
problems of
Kyrgyzstan, or
Pakistan, Colombia,
or Jamaica are not
the problems of these
states or these par-
ticular peoples but
the problems of all
humankind.”

—Bakyt Beshimov,
National Coordinator,

Kyrgyzstan
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LIFE—The Local Initiative Facility for Urban Environ-
ment—was launched as a pilot by the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) at the Earth Summit

in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. Its primary objective is to demon-
strate local solutions to urban environmental problems. At the
core of the programme are small projects designed, imple-
mented and operated by local community-based organisations
(CBOs), non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and local
authorities. The programme incorporates a three-stage process
and uses “local-local” dialogue to address urban environmental
issues and improve the lives of the urban poor. These small pro-
jects are intended as “policy experiments” that provide feed-
back for policy elaboration at the national, regional and global
levels. 

In 1991–92 the LIFE Programme was designed in a partic-
ipatory process that involved consultations among mayors from
developing country cities, NGO networks, cities’ associations,
UN administrators, World Bank officers and bilateral donors.
The networks and partnerships that emerged during this con-
sultative process helped build a strong foundation for the prepa-
ration of the LIFE Programme Document and its approval by
UNDP in April 1992. 

The programme has had financial support from UNDP and
the governments of four industrial countries as well as from
public and private organisations in the participating developing
countries. Funding for the first two-year pilot phase was gener-
ously committed by the governments of Sweden, the

c h a p t e r  o n e

LIFE’s
Origins and
Objectives



Netherlands, and Germany and by three units in UNDP—the
Division for Global and Inter-regional Programmes, the
Environment and Natural Resources Group of the Special
Programme Resource for Environment and the Poverty
Alleviation Programme through the Special Programme
Resource for Poverty Alleviation.

Following discussions by the bilateral donors, the re g i o n a l
b u reaux of UNDP, the UN Office for Project Services (UNOPS)
and Programme Development and Support Division, criteria
w e re established to determine the countries to be selected for
the pilot programme. The criteria included a well-developed
NGO and CBO movement, sufficient autonomy and strength of
municipal authorities, willingness on the part of local authorities
to collaborate with CBOs and NGOs, and serious urban envi-
ronmental issues. Geographic distribution and social and eco-
nomic contexts were also factors.

Seven countries were chosen for the first two-year phase:
Thailand and Pakistan in the Asia-Pacific region; Senegal and
Tanzania in the Africa region; Brazil and Jamaica in Latin
America and the Caribbean; and Egypt in the Arab States. They
varied in their urban population (from 23 percent of the total in
Thailand to 75 percent in Brazil), in urban growth rates (from
2.2 percent in Jamaica to 7.5 percent in Tanzania), in GNP per
capita (from $110 in Tanzania to $2,680 in Brazil), and in life
expectancy (from very low in Senegal to high in Jamaica). LIFE
began in all countries with initiating missions that included dia-
logue with more than 260 representatives from local, munici-
pal, provincial and national governments; NGOs; CBOs;
participants from the private sector; bilateral donor agencies
and multilateral organisations. Dialogue took the form of indi-
vidual interviews and briefings, group meetings and brain-
storming sessions and on-site visits to low-income urban
settlements. The missions were intended to initiate the local-
national process and not to select particular projects. Each mis-
sion was a catalytic intervention to introduce a process—not to
administer another small grants programme. 

The LIFE cycle has been divided into three phases, ending
in 2000 with completion of the programme.

• In Phase I (1993–94) the programme was initiated in
seven countries, and national committees selected 45 projects
to receive support. Four regional and two inter-regional pro-
jects also received support. 
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• In Phase II (1995–96) the programme was extended to
another five countries—Bangladesh, Colombia, Kyrgyzstan,
Lebanon and South Africa—with 129 projects being imple-
mented in the 12 countries and with support for six regional and
four inter-regional projects. The programme held its third
annual Global Advisory Committee (GAC) workshop in
Istanbul in June 1996 to coincide with the Habitat II City
Summit to review and share its performance and lessons and
make proposals for future directions and action. 

• Phase III (1997–2000) will complete the implementation
of projects initiated between 1992 and 1996, will initiate new
projects and will facilitate the mainstreaming and institutional-
isation of the local-local method at the national and interna-
tional levels.

Sustainable human development
The free market reforms and structural adjustment strategies
of economic policy of the 1980s and the 1990s by and large dis-
counted the negative social impact of policy on developing
country populations. In response, UNDP advocated a concept
of sustainable human development (UNDP 1990) to place peo-
ple at the centre of the development process. 

The conventional model of development sought to achieve
social welfare and the harmonisation of conflicting interests
through a combination of macroeconomic growth and welfare
policies. The sustainable human development concept rede-
fines economic growth as a means for enhancing all human
lives—and defines human development as enlarging the range
of choices available to people in all spheres of their lives.
Development is understood to be a process that not only gen-
erates growth but distributes it equitably. It enhances peoples’
capabilities and creates opportunities for using these capabili-
ties. It helps to empower the poor rather than marginalise them.
It regenerates rather than destroys the environment. And it
ensures choices for present and future generations (UNDP
1994). The critical issues of sustainable human development
include poverty elimination, gender equity, employment cre-
ation, environmental improvement and sound governance. 

Integral to sustainable human development is the idea of
social capital—accumulated as the result of living together in
society and sharing norms and values. Social capital enables
community members to make conscious decisions for achieving

3
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common goals through collective action. To address sustainable
human development, the LIFE Programme uses urban envi-
ronmental problems—and remedies—as entry points.
Consistent with UNDP’s urban development cooperation strat-
egy, LIFE provides the poor with services and infrastructure; it
enlists and empowers women in all phases of projects; it
strengthens local CBOs, NGOs and governments; and it invests
in income-generating projects.

Governance
Adapting the concept of sustainable human development
re q u i res concerted eff o rts by those managing the affairs of
developing countries.1 G o v e rnments—the elected officials and
civil servants who make up governing institutions—used to be
b roadly equated with the term “governance”, which re f e rred to
a political regime or to those with the capacity to formulate and
implement policies and discharge functions and with the author-
ity to manage a country ’s economic and social re s o u rces. Due to
their public administration and management functions, govern-
ment officials were believed to have the ultimate capacity and
wisdom to manage and influence development—in all its form s .
Although it was understood that “government” re f e rred to the
collective tiers of administration, including local govern m e n t ,
the emphasis was on central or national governments. 

Over the years, this somewhat limited concept of gover-
nance has been replaced by a broader, more inclusive definition
that takes into account the realities of how countries are run and
managed and recognises the limitations of governments. The
term “governance” refers to the process by which society man-
ages its economic, social and political resources and institu-
tions—not only for development, but also for the cohesion,
integration and well-being of its people. Clearly, the ability of
developing countries to achieve their development goals hinges
on the quality of governance and the extent to which govern-
ment interacts with commercial and civil society organisations.

UNDP defines governance as the exercise of political, eco-
nomic and administrative authority to manage a society’s affairs.
This broad concept encompasses the organisational structures
and activities of central, regional and local government; the par-
liament; the judiciary; and the institutions, organisations and
individuals that constitute civil society and the private sector
(figure 1.1). This concept of governance stresses the nature and
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Local slum communities 
cleaned and dredged this
canal and built a
community boardwalk in
Thailand

quality of interactions among social actors and between social
actors and the state.

Governance begins in communities, villages and towns, and
local governance provides the basis for the concept and the
structure of governance. Two aspects of governance are partic-
ularly relevant: the technical and the representational. The
technical aspect refers to the how and what of development—
the processes and procedures of resource mobilisation, plan
formulation, technical application and resource allocation. The
representational aspect refers to the way decisions are taken
and who takes them—and thus includes issues of representa-
tion and participation, accountability and empowerment.

With this as the context, the implementation of sustainable
human development strategies requires a decentralised, local
participatory process to identify and address the priority objec-
tives—of poverty elimination, employment creation, gender
equity and ending environmental degradation. This is the
approach used in LIFE—participatory local governance.
Underlying these objectives are issues that can most effectively
be resolved through local coordination, planning and action, all
supported by enabling national and international policies.

Urbanisation 
Another factor leading to the LIFE Programme was the search
for ways to counter the negative effects of urbanisation and the
deleterious impacts of industrial policies on cities.2

Cities promote the modernisation of agriculture by provid-
ing domestic markets for farm goods, providing
the infrastructure necessary for wider export
markets and relieving land pressures by absorb-
ing rural migrants. Cities also offer residents the
opportunity to obtain the knowledge and skills to
become more productive. Employment and
wage opportunities—particularly for women—
are generally greater in cities than in rural areas.
That is why national economic development
requires the growth and development of cities.
But without adequate city planning and manage-
ment, the efficiencies of cities can be overshadowed by
increased poverty and environmental degradation.

Until recently, the response in most countries was to insti-
tute land-use planning measures to minimise the immediate
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environmental impact by separating economic and residential
areas. In practice, however, this has contributed to the creation
of low-value and even no-value urban land—often the only land
accessible to the poor and those with limited incomes. As a
result, thousands of “unplanned” communities evolved—with-
out adequate sanitation, access to safe water or basic health con-
siderations—throughout the urban areas of developing
countries.

Residents of urban slums and squatter settlements are often
denied legal access to municipal services and infrastructure,
and they end up paying disproportionately more for inferior,
privately supplied water and other urban services. Systematic
waste disposal and sanitation services often do not exist. So, the
hazards affecting the urban poor include undisposed wastes,
contaminated water, flooding, landslides, erosion and poisoning
from industrial pollution. When insecurity of tenure and inad-
equate employment are added, the result is not just severe
health and malnutrition problems but also a fragmentation of
social values that leaves the poor open to exploitation and abuse.

Improvements in these conditions are, therefore, visible—
and in many cases immediate. They produce mutual, collective
benefits rather than individual benefits and can best be brought
about through collective, cooperative action rather than indi-
vidual action. 

The creators of the LIFE Programme recognised that urban
environmental problems are an ideal entry point for getting
local actors to work together and to arrive at a greater mutual
understanding. Introducing the programme through small
environmental projects provides the opportunity to develop
and test the viability of implementing community-based partic-
ipatory projects in urban settings. The characteristics of urban
populations—young, often mobile populations, great diversity
and heterogeneity, weak social cohesion and interaction and a
high degree of anonymity—are often cited as detrimental to
cooperative and collective action of the sort that has been advo-
cated and implemented in rural communities. But working
together, local actors can accomplish more and be more pro-
ductive and efficient than acting alone. 

The LIFE Programme focuses on eight urban environmen-
tal problems:
• Inadequate provision of water supply and sanitation services
• Deficiencies in solid and liquid waste management

6
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• Air and water pollution
• Occupancy of hazard-prone areas
• Poor health from environmental degradation
• Poverty from limited income-generation opportunities
• Absence of environmental education
• Exclusion of environmental considerations in urban 

planning
The extent to which a project addresses these areas is one of the
main criteria developed in each country for the selection of the
projects to be supported by the LIFE Programme. Additional
criteria include gender equity, income generation, participatory
governance and the professional capacity of the implementing
organisation. 

LIFE’s objectives
The LIFE Programme has consciously used urban environ-
mental improvements to galvanise local actors—to reach con-
sensus and to understand each actor’s strengths, weaknesses
and contribution to solving a community’s problems. The larger
objective of the LIFE Programme has been for the initiatives
of local actors to complement national efforts. 

Identifying a local institution that is both able and willing to
act is not easy. Local authorities have the mandate to act and
should therefore provide institutional support. But in most
developing countries, local authorities have been rendered
ineffective and powerless, often by central governments that
have stripped them of their revenue and authority. Until the
recent decentralisation to rehabilitate local governments in
many developing countries, few could meet even their operat-
ing expenses—and most were totally reliant on central govern-
ment grants.

The involvement and intervention of NGOs is motivated by
the inability of local governments to deal with the gro w i n g
demand for urban shelter services and income-generating
o p p o rtunities, especially for women. Most urban NGOs have
e m e rged in response to the problems affecting a locality and
t h e re f o re operate locally, often limiting their intervention to a
single area in a city. Even where they are part of a larg e r, even
i n t e rnational organisation, each intervention is local. The par-
ticipation of the affected community in these projects has been
a pragmatic way to ensure their “involvement” and guarantee
their “acceptance” of the project and thereby legitimise the
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N G O ’s intervention. But the emphasis on the participation of the
community often excluded other actors. Indeed, many NGOs
w e re seen to oppose government agencies and institutions.

NGO-led community participation and involvement clearly
demonstrated its effectiveness and efficiency—and should have
been attractive for governments and international agencies.
Indeed, international agencies have had few problems in turn-
ing to NGOs to act as their implementing agents (often bypass-
ing government agencies). But governments have often
perceived NGO–led interventions as a tacit admission of failure

and an abrogation of their natural functions. In
many countries, there thus exists mistrust—if not
animosity—between governments and NGOs.

The challenge for UNDP was to discern
whether the positive experiences of NGOs and
community groups could be capitalised on and
consolidated into a programme that would have
the support of local and national governments; of
private, community and non-govern m e n t a l
o rganisations; and of international agencies.
Such a programme could help resolve local pro b-

lems and promote part i c i p a t o ry local governance within the
framework of the long-term goals of sustainable human
d e v e l o p m e n t .

Those goals were echoed at the Earth Summit in Rio de
Janeiro, which endorsed Local Agenda 21, an action plan to put
control of local issues and local resources into local hands for
sustainable human development through decentralised, partic-
ipatory local governance. In conjunction with the aims and
objectives of the Summit, a series of consultative meetings—
bringing together mayors, CBOs, NGOs, citizen action groups,
regional and inter-regional cities’ associations and UNDP and
other bilateral and multilateral donor agencies—were used to
formulate the LIFE Programme’s three objectives:

• To demonstrate local solutions to urban environmental
problems and strengthen institutional capacities and collabora-
tion through small projects involving NGOs, CBOs and local
authorities at the neighbourhood, city and country levels.

• To facilitate policy dialogue and scaling up based on local
initiatives through national and local consultations involving
NGOs, CBOs and local authorities at the neighbourhood, city
and country levels.
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• To promote the exchange of successful approaches and
innovations to local urban environmental improvement at the
sub-regional, regional and inter-regional levels by NGO net-
works, cities’ associations and international agencies.

Notes
1. This section draws upon Rasheda Selim, “An Approach to

Participatory Local Governance: Local Initiative Facility for
Urban Environment” (UNDP 1996).

2. This section is based on Cities, People & Poverty: Urban
Development Cooperation for the 1990s (UNDP 1991) and
Hugo Navajas, LIFE: Forward Looking Assessment of Phase 1
(1992–94), (UNDP 1995).
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The LIFE Programme’s structure incorporates action at
the country, regional and global levels. Within these tiers
is a three-stage process at the country level that includes

an initial “upstream” phase, a “downstream” phase and a final
“upstream” phase. All phases of the programme use the LIFE
method—essentially local-local dialogue within each commu-
nity. But the method is also applied at country, regional and
global levels. This method of local dialogue leading to local
cooperation and local action underpins the philosophy of all
LIFE projects. 

A structure for increasing dialogue 
The programme stru c t u re is designed to get the most fro m
continuous dialogue and participation at six levels—local,
municipal, national, regional, inter- regional and global—in
e v e ry aspect of LIFE Programme development and
implementation. 

The “local, municipal and country” levels and the “regional,
inter-regional and global” levels form natural triads in the pro-
gramme structure and operations. The first triad is a spring-
board from which direct action, policy change and day-to-day
development activity can come about through collaborative
planning and action. The second triad is a framework that sup-
ports the efforts of development practitioners on the ground.
This support comes in the form of documenting, disseminating
and sharing the successful approaches and best practices of
grass-roots efforts in communities.
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When the two triads come together they work like a sextant
to navigate through and around the many obstacles confronting
development efforts today. Future analysis and documentation
of the LIFE Programme should investigate what makes this
confluence of efforts work well and how to apply the pro-
gramme’s structure to other development efforts.

Local, municipal and country levels
At the core of the LIFE Programme is a national consultation
to determine an overall national strategy and the criteria for
project selection. Integral to this process is a national coordi-
nator who arranges and organises local-local dialogues to bring
together communities, local authorities and the private sector
to raise and resolve local issues. The process is elaborated,
tested and validated through a series of “policy experiments” in
the form of small projects aimed at improving the urban envi-
ronment through activities by the local community. In support-
ing these local initiatives, LIFE seeks to share the lessons with
a wider audience.

Local authorities, CBOs and NGOs discuss their environ-
mental needs and priorities and develop and implement their
own plans. LIFE national coordinators and national selection
committees help them formulate strategies and secure the
financial support for implementing the projects they design. 

Regional and inter-regional levels
The LIFE Programme promotes country-level collaboration
and interchange with regional and inter-regional NGOs and
cities’ associations addressing environmental degradation and
poverty though participatory means. To broaden the LIFE
Programme’s impact regional and inter-regional conferences,
workshops, research, newsletters and publications report on
performance and disseminate methods and experience.

Criteria for the selection of regional and inter-regional activ-
ities include:
• Facilitating the testing of different urban-environmental

development strategies.
• Providing a basis for comparison among NGOs and local

authorities.
• Broadening the outreach of projects.
• Strengthening communications and networking among par-

ticipating NGOs and local authorities.
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Pre-LIFE solid waste 
treatment, Beirut, Lebanon

Global level
A regular process of self-evaluation and planning ensures inter-
action and participation among country and regional actors with
donors. In addition, third-party evaluations and assessments at
all levels ensure objectivity regarding what is done and

learned—both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
The Global Advisory Committee (GAC) meets

annually, augmenting the continuous reporting
and interchange among GAC members and the
bilateral donors. Through dialogue and docu-
mentation, donors facilitate a global process for
mainstreaming and institutionalising what is
learned from the LIFE approach. UNDP techni-
cal support staff review and advise on the work of
national coordinators. And annual meetings of
national coordinators and periodic global work-

shops involving mayors, local practitioners and regional/inter-
regional partners further contribute to a “learning culture” for
local governance. 

The LIFE initiative is testing approaches to providing tech-
nical support and guidance to local development initiatives.
Through the LIFE Programme Office at UNDP Headquarters
and the GAC workshops, it supports and advises the country,
regional and inter-regional activities by practising participatory
methods itself.

LIFE uses cost-sharing funding mechanisms through which
UNDP contributions are combined with those of several bilat-
eral donors to meet a basic programme budget. This is further
leveraged by parallel financing and country inputs to expand
project coverage and impact. Funding for the LIFE
Programme from UNDP and a few industrialised countries is
important, but more important is the credibility and strength
that such support provides to the local initiatives. 

A process for focussing a range of actors
The three-stage process for the LIFE Programme in each coun-
try may be unique in bringing together national, urban and
community actors to focus on immediate local needs and on
longer-term national policy issues (figure 2.1).

The stages can be thought of as a stream flowing through a
community, nourishing it and bringing new “life”. The stream
first flows with national assessments, strategies and pro-
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LIFE’s Structure, Process and Method

Figure 2.1
Steps to a national programme: the LIFE process
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grammes developed within each context. It next flows down
with the selection and implementation of small projects that use
participatory methods to test urban environmental policy
options. It then flows up again with the dissemination and
exchange of information nationally and internationally.
Throughout all three stages, local-local dialogue and participa-
tory methods encourage cooperative work.

Stage 1. Upstream—Catalysing a national dialogue, developing
strategies, gathering support
• Set up a preparatory committee and identify key local actors:
local authorities, private sector organisations, NGOs, and
CBOs.
• Recruit a national coordinator to animate the LIFE process.
• Hold a national participatory workshop at which local,
national and international participants develop a local and
national strategy for the programme.
• Activate a national selection committee involving local and
national figures.
• Mobilise local resources and support to ensure the sustain-
ability of the programme.

Stage 2. Downstream—Ensuring effective and collaborative
small projects
• Conduct provincial and municipal workshops to help poten-
tial participants formulate collaborative projects.
• Solicit project proposals from CBOs and NGOs as well as
from local authorities.
• Select and fund relevant, well-designed small pro j e c t s .
• Help implement projects by providing training, monitoring
and networking.

Stage 3. Upstream—Disseminating and exchanging informa-
tion nationally and internationally
• Assist in evaluating and documenting the projects.
• Assist in disseminating and exchanging information on suc-
cessful ways to improve the urban environment.
• Conduct national and international workshops to share
effective project, programme and policy approaches, and initi-
ate an “upstream” policy dialogue based on project results.

These three stages are implemented in the context of the
three global objectives of the LIFE Programme which guide

Participatory Local Governance
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the overall strategic planning and implementation process
within each country.

Stage 1. Setting up 
The LIFE Programme starts with an assessment of the institu-
tional arrangements, expectations and other conditions that
determine the suitability of a country to participate. An initiat-
ing mission—carried out by a small team, usually including the
global coordinator and the UNDP country office—helps to gen-
erate interest, analyse problems and identify supporting play-
ers. If the conditions are suitable for a LIFE Programme, a
LIFE preparatory committee is established during the initiat-
ing mission, and the process of catalysing a national dialogue is
put in motion. Of immediate concern is identifying and recruit-
ing a national coordinator, followed by national consultations
and the appointment of a national selection committee.

National coordinators, the chief animators of the pro-
gramme process, are selected for their familiarity with the con-
ditions in their country and their ability to manage small
projects through motivating people to work together. Typically,
they have been involved in other projects or organisations
improving conditions in poorer sections of a city. The coordi-
nators manage the daily activities; mobilise local resources; and
help to support, document and evaluate projects. As the
national focal point for the LIFE Programme, they liaise with
the regional, inter-regional and other programmes.

National consultations take the form of two-day or three-day
participatory workshops including representatives of govern-
mental and non-governmental organisations, civic leaders, indi-
viduals from community-based organisations, and occasionally
donors that may be willing to provide funds to supplement the
LIFE grants. The workshops help rank local urban problems,
establish criteria for project selection and in the larger countries
determine which geographical areas should be the focus of the
first group of projects. Most importantly, the workshops provide
a trial run in stimulating a dialogue among the local actors, who
may be coming together for the first time to seek collaborative
approaches to problems.

Each local actor has a complementary role in developing the
programme strategies specific to each site. Community-based
organisations, given their direct experience with local problems,
must be involved in planning, implementing and evaluating the
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Oil disposal and storage, 
Lebanon

projects. Non-governmental organisations often act as the link
between the community and outside resources—and provide
training and support for projects. Local authorities offer their
expertise, financial resources and coordination with other net-
works and government institutions. Working together, these
local actors build a solid foundation of support for projects. 

The national selection committees consist of 8 to 22 con-
cerned and competent individuals invited to serve for two years.
The primary task of the Committees is to review, select and

approve local LIFE projects. They also promote
the programme, mobilise human and financial
resources, and act as an ongoing forum for policy
dialogue on the urban environment. But they are
not intended as a permanent body. Instead, they
are ad hoc task forces for the participation of local
actors in project selection.

Mobilising resources and support at all levels in
each country ensures a broad and deep commit-
ment to sustaining each project—from munici-

pal, central and provincial governments, NGOs, CBOs, private
firms and companies, research and training institutes, the mass
media, UNDP country offices, and national coordinators and
national selection committees. Together, these actors bring
LIFE to life and ensure the programme’s continuity. 

Stage 2. Policy experiments 
Municipal and provincial workshops are held for potential par-
ticipants to collaborate on small projects. Provincial workshops
involve local actors in planning and assist organisations in for-
mulating proposals for small projects intended to make tangi-
ble improvements in the living environment of low-income
settlements. Not an end in themselves, these small projects are
evaluated—and their approaches documented—so that they
can have a ripple effect as policy experiments influencing
municipal and national practice. 

The process of inviting project proposals has always been
p receded by one or more workshops to explain the LIFE
P ro g r a m m e ’s aims and objectives—and to elaborate on the
p roject criteria and selection process. In Pakistan, pro v i n c i a l
consultations followed a national consultation held in the cap-
ital—the kind of follow up essential for promoting a new
method. Creating a better understanding of the projects that
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LIFE is pre p a red to support, workshops have also been held
on other aspects related to LIFE and its objectives—such as
on squatters and on cultural heritage in Egypt and on identi-
fying issues and building a city strategy for Cart a g e n a ,
Colombia. 

The project proposals received by the national coordinator
are reviewed and discussed by the national selection commit-
tee, using criteria that reflect the LIFE Programme objectives,
modified to reflect national or provincial objectives. In most
cases, the LIFE grants are supplemented with local funds from
public and private sources. Intended as seed money to attract
larger contributions from local groups, LIFE grants fund pilot
or demonstration projects that can be later duplicated by oth-
ers. The ceiling for any one grant is $50,000. 

Stage 3. Evaluation, dissemination and policy
To maintain the achievements of each project and to enable the
community to operate the programme without external inputs,
a plan for self-sufficiency is developed and put in place. The
LIFE process also includes an extensive evaluation that uses
established criteria to assess the extent to which expectations
have been fulfilled. This evaluation is followed by documenta-
tion and dissemination of the lessons from the project—lessons
for other community and country programmes.

National and international workshops are held to share the
lessons and foster policy dialogues with local and national gov-
ernments, NGOs, CBOs, the private sector and international
donors—all to explore ways to incorporate lessons into policy
objectives and frameworks and to mainstream and institution-
alise best practices.

A method for local-local dialogue
The LIFE Programme involves all stakeholders in an ongoing
participatory process called local-local dialogue. This inclusive
process creates links and communication among all actors
involved in solving a community’s environmental problems,
encouraging representatives of local, national and international
organisations to cooperate, coordinate and compromise on ini-
tiatives to improve the urban environment in low-income set-
tlements. Used at all stages of the LIFE Programme, the
local-local method is the most important feature ensuring the
success and sustainability of LIFE projects.
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In the initial “upstream” stage of the programme in national
workshops, consultations and task forces, local-local dialogue is
used in setting up the national selection committees and in
defining the roles and responsibilities of each country’s coordi-
nator. In the “downstream” stage, the method promotes an
active dialogue among the NGOs, CBOs, private sector entities
and local government authorities to identify project ideas, to
develop collaborative projects and to implement plans. In the
final “upstream” stage, the method is used to exchange experi-
ences and ideas and to share lessons at the national, global and
international levels. The goal is to use the local-local dialogue
to translate the lessons of successful and innovative micro-inter-
ventions into concrete policies at the macro level.
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LIFE incorporates a process of dialogue and participation
at all its levels of involvement—from local to global—but
the focus is at the country level. The programme is

launched with the recruitment of a national coordinator, the
introduction of national participatory workshops, and the for-
mation of a national selection committee to identify and select
small projects. Although project responsibility and manage-
ment rest with local communities, support for LIFE’s method
must be strong and constant at the national level. This chapter
explores the Programme’s impact in specific countries; the next
chapter broadens the view to look at LIFE’s impact regionally
and globally.

The LIFE Programme began in 1992–93 with initiating mis-
sions to eight countries—Egypt, Brazil, Pakistan, Jamaica,
Thailand, Tanzania, Senegal and Morocco. Due to constraints,
the programme in Morocco did not extend beyond the initiat-
ing mission and has since been put on hold. Phase II saw the
addition of five countries in 1995–96—Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon,
Colombia, South Africa and Bangladesh—bringing the total to
12 pilot countries as the programme entered phase III for
1997–2000 (table 3.1, annex 1). The programme is now active
in more than 60 cities in these 12 countries. Senegal, Thailand,
Jamaica and Lebanon have five or more cities participating—
the other counties, one to four. 

LIFE was launched in each country with the recruitment of
the national coordinator and the national consultation
(annex 4). National coordinators were identified through rec-
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Table 3.2 Gender break-
down of national 
selection committees

Country Men Women

Brazil 4 4
Colombia 6 3
Egypt 7 9
Jamaica 9 10
Kyrgyzstan 8 3
Lebanon 8 4
Pakistan 5 5
Senegal 19 3
Tanzania 10 4
Thailand 11 6

Total 87 51
Percentage 63 37

Source: UNDP.

ommendations arising from the national consultation, the
UNDP resident representative and such other UNDP pro-
grammes as the Global Environment Facility (GEF) small
grants programme. The national coordinators also serve as
coordinators of the GEF in Egypt and Pakistan and of
Asia–Pacific 2000 in Pakistan and Thailand. The national coor-
dinator in Kyrgyzstan also serves on the national selection com-
mittee for the UNDP Partners in Development Programme.
Where national coordinators were not selected before the
national consultation (Jamaica and Tanzania), there were delays
in carrying the programme forward.

National selection committees (known in Thailand as the
National Task Force) operate in 10 of the 12 countries. The
committee members’ responsibilities include promoting local-
local dialogue, reviewing and selecting projects, providing tech-
nical assistance in proposal writing, mobilising resources and
monitoring projects. 

The committee composition varies from country to country
but generally includes representatives from local and national
governments, CBOs, NGOs, the private sector, academic insti-
tutions, UNDP and other aid agencies, as well as the national
coordinator. In most countries the committee meets three to
four times a year, but when LIFE is starting out in a country, it
may meet once a month or more. 

The size of the national selection committee ranges from 8
members in Brazil to 22 in Senegal, with an average of 14.
Representatives from NGOs, at 27 percent, make up the largest
proportion of members, followed by representatives from
national government (19 percent), local authorities (12 percent)
and CBOs (10 percent)—and there is at least one representa-
tive from the private sector in all but two countries, Kyrgyzstan
and Senegal (for more information see table 3.2 and annex 1).
This is an encouraging sign of LIFE’s ability to bring the pub-
lic sector, the private sector and civil society organisations
together. Private sector representatives will contribute to
LIFE’s ability to mobilise resources. And national government
representatives will contribute to LIFE’s ability to enter into
national policy dialogues. But the predominance of CBO, NGO
and local authority representatives should be maintained
because they are the grant recipients.

Each country, in its national consultation, establishes project
selection criteria for providing grants to local initiatives. And
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Table 3.1 Origins of LIFE

Year of
initiating
mission Country

1992–93 Thailand
Tanzania
Brazil
Pakistan
Jamaica
Egypt
Senegal

1995 Kyrgyzstan
Lebanon
Colombia
South Africa
Bangladesh

Source: UNDP.



Educating the community 
in environmental issues,
Thailand

each country is allocated approximately $100,000–$150,000 for
grants to small projects during each two-year phase—funds that
are augmented through local resource mobilisation. In
Thailand, LIFE has $650,000 for grants due to collaboration
with the German donor agency GTZ (Deutsche Gesellschaft
für Technische Zusammenarbeit) and DANCED (the Ministry
of Environment, Denmark). And in Brazil the national coordi-
nator solicited more than $630,000 from country sources for
grants.

So far, LIFE has approved 129 small policy experiments and
transferred funds to 111. UNDP and bilateral
cost-sharing allocations for the grants total $2.3
million. These funds have leveraged another $4.1
million from country resources and parallel
financing for a total of $6.4 million. Most coun-
tries that began the programme in earlier phases
have implemented all projects initiated between
1992–96 and are concentrating their efforts on
project evaluation for best practice and scaling
up. Some of these countries are now beginning
the LIFE cycle again with the selection of new
projects. Others, such as Bangladesh and South Africa entered
the programme later and are selecting projects for the first time.

Of the projects approved, 86 percent have received funding
from UNDP–LIFE, and of the remaining 14 percent, many
have been approved recently and have not yet received fund-
ing. Why are some projects approved but not funded? In
Pakistan, one of the approved projects received its funding from
another source. In Colombia, five projects are waiting to nego-
tiate the budget with the Ministry of Environment before the
project begins. In one case in Tanzania and another in Pakistan,
LIFE withheld funding because the grant recipient lacked
managerial capacity and credibility. LIFE–Tanzania chose to
work directly with the community to build capacity before
releasing funds.

Of the funded projects, 62 percent are ongoing and 38 per-
cent have been completed, with 6 percent in the evaluation
stage (annex 1).

An important development in the management system has
been the establishment of Local Support Committees in
Tanzania, Brazil, Lebanon, Colombia, Egypt and Jamaica. In
Tanzania and Brazil these are city-based committees that iden-
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tify and screen proposals. In Lebanon the committees are pro-
ject-based, and in Colombia neighbourhood-based. As the
national coordinator in Lebanon explains, “the national selec-
tion committee has asked all project applicants to form a pro-
ject committee to help to design the project before applying to
LIFE”. These committees run the projects and raise resources
for them. Egypt and Jamaica have established committees to
pre-screen project proposals before they go to the full national
selection committee.

To introduce eligible grant recipients to the programme and
assist in proposal writing, LIFE has conducted 139 workshops
(with 2,275 participants) in the 12 countries (annex 3). These
workshops help to ensure that promising projects do not auto-
matically get rejected due to a lack of capacity in proposal writ-
ing— important because many participants, especially citizens
groups and community-based organisations, lack experience in
submitting proposals. Often forming the basis for collaborative
action, these proposal-writing workshops also offer an opportu-
nity for local-local dialogue about solutions to urban environ-
mental problems. 

Local-local dialogue helps local actors 
create partnerships
The purpose of the local-local dialogue is to get local actors to
work together to improve the conditions of the urban poor and
to influence policy at the local, provincial, national and interna-
tional levels. The dialogue is often the first time that CBOs,
NGOs, local authorities and other actors have come together to
discuss common issues, and it can be the first step in forming
partnerships to address those issues.

LIFE has held 409 local-local dialogue meetings and work-
shops involving more than 6,686 participants at the community,
municipal, provincial and national levels. In addition, LIFE has
funded 11 regional and inter-regional projects to promote local-
local dialogue through workshops, newsletters and networks.

The LIFE Programme has found that local-local dialogue
creates awareness, develops communication and forges collab-
oration among local actors. In some cases it can be described as
a forum for conflict resolution, providing an opportunity to
forge partnerships where mistrust and conflict have prevailed
and to focus community action on issues that directly affect
everyone. People are more eager to get involved when there is
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a chance to share in the decision-making and when they feel
empowered to act on the decisions made. 

Local-local dialogue empowers, giving a voice to those often
not heard. LIFE–Lebanon has found that local-local dialogue
represents an opportunity for women to voice their opinions
and exercise decision-making in areas where they are often
overlooked. Community members are also empowered by the
fact that with local-local dialogue they can talk directly to rep-
resentatives of local authorities. Experience in Jamaica and
Lebanon has shown that the LIFE Programme often provides
the first opportunity that community residents have to partici-
pate in determining plans for their community. It is also often
the first opportunity that local authorities have to deal directly
with community residents. 

The involvement of UNDP and the support of bilateral
donors lends credibility to the local-local dialogue and, in most
LIFE countries, this has helped to bring the actors together.
LIFE–Tanzania invites local actors to participate in community
meetings when a project is being considered—giving the resi-
dents, CBOs, NGOs and local authorities the chance to be
involved from the beginning. Of course, the possibility of grant
funds is an important incentive for these groups to get involved,
but the small amount of grant funds prevents money from being
the sole objective in contributing to community efforts. 
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Figure 3.1
Orbits of local-local dialogue



Strengths and weaknesses of local actors
The success of local-local dialogue is due, in large part, to the
fact that local actors can learn about their strengths and weak-
nesses and identify areas to learn from each other (table 3.3).
They begin to view each other less as competitors and more as
partners.

LIFE–Egypt found that the local authorities were originally
sceptical about the benefits of participating in local-local dia-
logue with NGOs and CBOs—and about the potential impact
of the LIFE Programme given its limited resources. Once they
became involved, however, they recognised its advantages, and
they now plan to include the process in more of their activities.
Experience in Senegal indicates that CBOs are the most moti-
vated partners in implementing projects to improve the urban
environment. At the same time, financial participation from the
CBOs is possible in projects once the population begins to see
positive, effective and tangible changes in their environment.
The local-local dialogue quells the suspicion that surrounded
the programme at its onset. 

As a result of the local-local dialogue of the Environmental
Protection and Solid Waste Management Programme in Khuda
ki Bustee, Hyderabad, Pakistan, “There is a clear understand-
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Table 3.3
Strengths and weaknesses of local actors

Non-governmental Community-based Local 
organisations organisations authorities

Strengths Professional expertise. Good Strong participation by women. Established institution.
negotiation skills. Strong Willingness to improve. Authority for decision-making.
networks. Innovative solutions. Credibility with community. Implements project. Sustains 

Ability to mobilise community. projects. Support from national 
Utilise low-cost solutions. government.

Weaknesses Poor financial basis. Poor links Lack participatory experience. Poor financial basis. Lack 
with private sector.Conflict with Poor organisation skills. Poor technical capacity. Controlled 
government. Lack of technical networking. Lack of collective by central government. Lack 
skills. initiative. Lack of access to credibility with community.

credit. Bureaucratic, red tape. Under-
utilised resources. Use 
high-cost solutions

LIFE Capacity-building workshops. Mobilise resources. Build Initiate dialogues. Encourage 
responses Encourage cooperation with networks. Build organisation cooperation with NGOs. 

local authorities. skills. Capacity-building.

Source: Compiled from questionnaires to all national coordinators.



New community water 
supply, Jamaica

ing between the community, NGO and local authorities about
their respective roles. Their perception about sharing the
responsibility has undergone a complete change. . . . For exam-
ple, previously the community thought that the entire develop-
ment activity should be funded by the local authority. But now
they are ready to partially fund it and also take up responsibil-
ity for maintaining the services.”1

Dialogue and community partnerships
As a result of the LIFE dialogue process, community repre-
sentatives became part of the working groups of the Dar-es-
Salaam City Council under the Sustainable Dar
Project. These working groups address issues
such as solid waste management, air pollution
and petty trading.

The consolidation of new partnerships linking
government institutions, NGOs and community
stakeholders is a fundamental objective of LIFE.
Given the interaction of the many political, social,
legal and cultural variables that condition the
scope and modes of a given country’s participa-
tion, dialogue inevitably involves a gradual, incre-
mental process with its own dynamics—dynamics
that evolve, to a large extent, independent of pro-
ject plans. 

Dialogue in a variety of settings
Local-local dialogue occurs in varied settings in
each LIFE country, as well as through the regional and inter-
regional projects and the annual workshops of the Global
Advisory Committee. The promotion of local-local dialogue
involves heterogeneous—and often antagonistic—sectors of
society coming together in an interactive, consensus-building
process in which the LIFE Programme plays a catalytic, facili-
tating role. At the country level are small meetings and large
workshops, priority-setting and strategy-setting workshops,
project formulation meetings and workshops, information-
sharing workshops and seminars and priority-specific lessons
learned from workshops. All this makes it somewhat difficult to
track the local-local dialogue activities of the LIFE Programme,
but it also demonstrates that local-local dialogue has become an
integral part of almost everything the LIFE Programme does.
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LIFE is therefore fostering communication, collaboration and
mutual understanding—and continually demonstrating the
benefits of the process with every activity it undertakes. This is
one of the aspects that makes LIFE much more than simply a
small grants programme.

For local-local dialogue to be useful and productive, it is
important to appreciate where an actor’s effectiveness is great-
est. As experience in Egypt demonstrates, stronger parties are
less likely to want to enter into dialogue than the weaker ones.2

Parties that have little or nothing in common are also less likely
to be interested in dialogue and interaction. Thus, while it is
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Table 3.4
Making effective use of local-local dialogue

Project 
stage Problems, contradictions Local-local dialogue use

Programme Defining problems and Collective national 
formulation defining needs. Competing consultation allows for 

claims within and between exchange of views and 
sectors. establishment of criteria.

Problem Local versus regional needs. Collective problem 
identification Short-term versus long-term identification allows for better 

needs. understanding of community 
context and municipal needs.

Design Accountability for project Collective design 
design. Lack of innovative incorporates plan to 
design. implement. 

Implementation Ensuring progress. Ensuring Collective negotiations identify 
adherence and compliance bottlenecks and create 
to project goal. alternatives that can be 

implemented quickly.

Monitoring Allowing adequate and timely Collective discussion permits 
feed-back. Managing, not just faster agreement to and 
policing, project. incorporation of variation 

in monitoring mechanisms.

Evaluation Involving stakeholders. On-going evaluations involve 
project beneficiaries and 
project implementors.

Informing Incorporating lessons from Sharing experiences and 
policy experience. Distinguishing lessons learned affects 

between short-term and policy formation at local, 
longer-term impacts. regional, national and global 

levels.

Source: UNDP.



National participatory 
workshop, Senegal

possible to bring a range of actors together in a forum, mean-
ingful dialogue may not take place unless there is a common
interest. The dialogue between national and provincial actors is
more likely to be productive than that between national and
community actors (table 3.4).

Dialogue: not always easy
Because the dialogue among actors too dissimilar in their con-
cerns and areas of operation may not be productive, the role and
purpose of the dialogue need to be clearly established. In addi-
tion, not all meetings and confrontations are or can be turned
into a useful dialogue. A dialogue is most effective when the
actors are in a position to exchange rather than to receive views.
Local-local dialogue can be effective in resolving some of the
more common problems that beset conventional project design
and execution.

The local-local dialogue has the greatest impact on the
thinking of those directly involved. For this reason, it may be
advisable for the LIFE country programmes to increase the
involvement of provincial and national government representa-
tives, as well as the private sector in the dialogue process,
including their participation in the national selection commit-
tees. Most countries already have one or two national selection
committee members who are not from CBOs,
NGOs or local authorities, and this can foster
advocacy for the process in preparation for policy
dialogue. In addition, it would be very effective
to hold annual national consultations such as
those held at the initiation of the Programme in
each country. The national consultations are fre-
quently described as providing an important
opportunity for local-local dialogue at the
national level and as a first opportunity for peo-
ple from different sectors to get together to dis-
cuss urban environmental priorities. The very positive response
of participants indicates that this may be an effective mecha-
nism for fostering national local-local dialogue.

The key challenges to an effective local-local dialogue are
overcoming the resistance of many existing institutions to oper-
ate differently and institutionalising a process that is new to the
participants. Many organisations see dialogue and collaboration
as a time- and resource-intensive process that they cannot
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Cans sor ted for recycling, 
Lebanon

afford. If this process is to change the way organisations work,
it will have to prove itself through experience: the end solution
achieved by local-local dialogue and the participatory and col-
laborative process must be more appropriate, more efficient
and therefore more sustainable than the solutions achieved by
the current decision-making processes. This change in thinking
will require continual reinforcement of the benefits of local-
local dialogue.

Project impact is wide ranging
Given the interconnected nature of the priority areas, all but
one of the 129 approved small projects address multiple objec-
tives, and most projects meet more than two criteria (figure 3.2
and annex 2). Frequently, projects include environmental edu-
cation as one of their objectives. Environmental education is
essential to prepare communities for the project and to ensure
the management, maintenance and sustainability of the project
once it has been implemented. 

Many projects address the whole range of priority areas
because of their interconnectedness and because this reflects

the concerns of the communities themselves.
Access to safe water and adequate sanitation are
seen as much more important than, say, the
improvement of air quality. It is therefore easier
to motivate and mobilise communities around
the issues of water supply and sanitation. And
since the LIFE Programme is set up to deal with
these priority areas, it naturally attracts proposals
that relate directly to them. Communities and
organisations concerned with other problems are

not likely to approach the LIFE Programme for funding or
assistance—and if they do, they are unlikely to be selected.

Water supply and sanitation. Most of the 12 countries have
LIFE projects that address water supply and sanitation. One of
many water supply and sanitation projects, implemented by a
CBO, is the provision of water to the Yombo Dovya community
in the Temeke District of Dar es Salaam (Tanzania). The only
source of water for the community was a highly polluted river
some distance away. The project constructed 10 shallow wells
and trained women and youths in maintenance and upkeep.
Another, in Mominabad, Gujranwala (Pakistan), provides mod-
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ern sanitation to low-income families through the construction
of a low-cost sewerage system, self-financed and self-managed.
The project funds the organisation of social mobilisation, tech-
nical guidance and training and, based on the experience of the
implementing agency, opens avenues for health education and
credit programmes for women. 

In Jamaica the S-Corner Metered Standpipe Project was
planned through local-local dialogue between the city and a
community development council and implemented with com-
munity participation. The facility now provides potable water to
109 homes and costs the city very little (box 3.1).

Solid and liquid waste management. The most common
p roblem addressed by LIFE is inadequate solid and liquid waste
management, a component in at least 46 projects. A project in
B e h e rri, Lebanon has had success in solv-
ing problems of solid waste management
t h rough a combined recycling and
income-generating project. The Minister
of the Environment is currently looking to
replicate the LIFE project in various
p rovinces in Lebanon. Another project in
Beni Suef, Egypt—considered major and
replicable—includes educating the local
population on environmental and health
issues and having the community con-
tribute funds. Senegal, too, has several
waste management projects in various
stages of development. One in Thiés—
just outside of Dakar and set up in part-
nership with a women’s CBO, an NGO,
and the Thiés Municipal and Public
Health Services—combats health and
e n v i ronmental hazards posed by inade-
quate garbage collection. Project activi-
ties include training locals in fin a n c i a l
management and technical skills, educat-
ing local and district groups in garbage
collection and making sustainable envi-
ronmental improvements such as plant-
ing trees on compost sites. Another
p roject in Senegal—the Drain Traps and
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BOX 3.1 Standpipes for low-income
communities in Kingston, Jamaica

In an inner-city community in Kingston, about
17,000 people had been sharing two standpipes.
The water shortage created not only dependence
on public water and land degradation, but theft,
violence and corruption. The Community
Development Council (CDC), an affiliate of the
grass-roots organisation S-Corner, responded to
the crisis by initiating a standpipe project that
was then funded by the LIFE national selection
committee.

With strong community involvement, CDC
carried out a survey of water needs and mobilised
support for a new metered standpipe in the area.
When the CDC reached an impasse with the
National Water Commission, LIFE used local-
local dialogue to help broker an agreement.

The LIFE method also helped keep dialogue
flowing among S-Corner, CDC and the commu-
nity. Now five lanes and 109 houses have running
water. The project also succeeded in conflict res-
olution and in improving health, cleanliness and
timesaving. Perhaps most importantly, the com-
munity has confidence in its ability to change its
environment: the National Water Commission
has since revised its policy on water provision to
low-income communities based on the LIFE-
brokered agreement.



Sanitation Counsellor Training Project in Ye u m b e u l — c o m b i n e s
education and training with construction activities to pro m o t e
sustainable sanitary conditions.

Air and water pollution. Only nine LIFE projects address
the problems of air and water pollution, perhaps because the
results of such projects are not always immediately evident. In
Thailand the canal and river improvement projects serve as a
focus for community mobilisation. In Tanzania—where tradi-
tional methods of dumping fish waste pollute Lake Victoria,
which serves 20 million people—the Fish-Smoking Kilns
Project focuses on environmental improvements and on
income-generation opportunities for women.

Hazard-prone areas. Hazard-prone areas are the least
addressed problem by the LIFE Programme, presumably
because the conventional solution is likely to involve resettle-
ment and few communities would opt for such a solution. In
Brazil, where deforestation of the hill slopes has increased the
hazard of landslides and erosion, projects call for reforestation.
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And both the Adopt-a-Tree Project in Rio de Janeiro and the
CEVAE/TAQUARIL Project in Belo Horizonte include hazard
mitigation as part of their environmental education and upgrad-
ing proposals. Other projects have the occupancy of hazard-
prone areas only as a marginal component—such as the
Socio-Economic and Physical Survey of Squatter Settlements
in Islamabad, Pakistan, aimed at producing a complete base-
line survey of squatters and their living conditions.

Environmental health. Environmental health is usually
included as one of the problems being addressed by water and
sanitation projects. For example, the improvement of Mwaloni
Market in Mwanza, Tanzania primarily addresses inadequate
water supplies—the market serves some 40,000 people a day.
Since inadequate water is the main cause of unsanitary condi-
tions, it is hoped that improving water supply and constructing
latrines will also alleviate environmental health problems.
Because poor environmental management and environmental
health problems have hurt trade in the Fresh Market in
Nonthaburi, Thailand, a project, implemented by the Folk
Doctors Association, is improving environmental health to
boost income-generation possibilities. The May Pen and Port
Maria Sanitation Projects in Jamaica provide public toilet facil-
ities and are thereby aimed at reducing environmental health
problems from the pollution of local water sources. The Latrine
Installation Project in Cairo, Egypt has improved environmen-
tal health in the affected communities. And the Healthy Cities
Project, a component of LIFE implemented in five countries
by WHO, is working to improve environmental health.

Income generation. Although the entry point is always envi-
ronmental, LIFE projects provide income-generation oppor-
tunities, mainly in two ways. The first is when the
e n v i ronmental and area upgrading facilities lead to better earn-
ing opportunities, either by improving health or by making an
a rea more attractive for trade. The second is when the envi-
ronmental improvement itself generates income-earning pos-
sibilities, as with various recycling and composting projects in
Tanzania, Pakistan and Jamaica. The Rio-Mexilhão project in
Niterói, Brazil, aims to stop the depletion of shellfish stocks in
Guanabara Bay as well as to mainstream the income-generat-
ing activities for traditional and local shellfish collectors and
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fis h e rmen. The project, filmed by CNN for broadcasting in
1997, includes commercial marketing of shellfish under the
brand name Mexilhão Rio.

E n v i ronmental education. A component of 37 pro j e c t s ,
e n v i ronmental education is seen as a first step in conscious-

ness-raising to reduce environmental degrada-
tion and to mobilise communities to undert a k e
e n v i ronmental improvements. Some entire pro-
jects are specifically aimed at enviro n m e n t a l
education, particularly for school children and
educational establishments. Ta rgeting students
attending state schools on hillside slums, the
Lupa-Zona Project in Rio de Janeiro is raising
e n v i ronmental awareness through an educa-
tional programme on the theme of water. The
Science Learning Centre Project in Kingston,

Jamaica, is establishing an environmental science learning lab-
o r a t o ry for children living in the Tel Aviv/Southside areas of
downtown Kingston, targeting the age groups of 3–5, 6–12 and
13–17. The Green Patrol in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, support s
e n v i ronmental education of youths through Agat, a childre n ’s
club. The Book Group project in Karachi, Pakistan, is pro d u c-
ing a primary school book and teacher’s guide on enviro n m e n-
tal training—and providing training to five project schools in
low-income are a s .

Environmentally conscious urban planning. This area is
addressed more with physical improvements or construction
works, such as the brick-lining of sewage drains in Lahore,
Pakistan, or the provision of potable water to the Sikilo Quarters
in Kolda, Senegal. But some projects, such as the
Environmental Seminar in St. Mary, Jamaica, have brought
together community groups, public sector agencies and gov-
ernment bodies to discuss environmental issues affecting the
parish and to prepare an action plan. In Tanzania a tree plant-
ing project is providing shaded pedestrian pathways as an alter-
native to motorised transport. On a more systemic level is the
work in Thailand to assist municipalities in the production of
local environmental plans. And Egypt has a notable overall envi-
ronmental development effort in Cairo.
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Quantitative impact assessment is needed
The short span of most LIFE projects poses a constraint on col-
lecting the data for quantitative assessments. But the lack of data
is also a result of the emphasis on process and method. Most
evaluations concentrate more on whether projects are indeed
p a rt i c i p a t o ry and include local-local dialogue—less on whether
p rojects are efficient or effective by numerical measure. For
example, it is unclear whether, in the absence of marketing plans
and fig u res, the recycling and composting projects are econom-
ically justified—or whether the public toilets being provided in
Zanzibar will generate enough revenue to provide sustainable
employment for the youth trained to maintain them. Why?
Some methods of analysis common in the development fie l d —
such as cost-benefit analysis, input-output relations, rigidly seg-
mented workplans and other quantitative measures—can ru n
counter to the emergence and maturation of a “dialogue culture ”
that links public administration with local stakeholders. 

Quantitative assessments of the LIFE process do not cap-
ture the full costs and benefits. In Egypt the Hekr Abu Hashim
Project aims to improve the poor living conditions, health and
hygiene by upgrading sanitation, directly benefiting 250 house-
holds at a cost of $37,000, or about $150 a head. In contrast, the
Ein Helwan Project in Cairo aims to benefit 22,500 inhabitants
by upgrading the environment and improving living conditions.
The project includes street cleaning, solid waste collection and
disposal, the covering of drains, planting 10,000 trees, creating
a park/playing area and conducting regular public seminars on
environmental and hygiene issues, especially for housewives
and mothers—at a cost of $50,000, or $2.20 a head. Such a
marked contrast points to the need to be more critical in accept-
ing the costs of one or the claimed benefits of the other. The
reasons for accepting a project are likely to go beyond the purely
economic, but there is the need to be more precise and to
request more detailed evaluations than most local groups are
used to providing. Without such evaluation, much of the hard
work and effort that has gone into many of the LIFE projects
is unlikely to be replicated. Each pilot country is evaluating
small projects with a common format and method during phase
III (1997–2000). These evaluations will be analysed, synthe-
sised, documented and disseminated.
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Notes
1. Small Project Summary, Response to Questionnaire,

National Coordinator, LIFE–Pakistan, August 1996.
2. Elements of The Egyptian Partnership Experience in

Urban Development, LIFE–Egypt, June 1996.
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While the focus of LIFE activities is at the country level,
LIFE is reinforced and sustained by regional, inter-
regional and global partnerships and alliances.

Coordination and cooperation with a network of regional and
global organisations brings rich variety to LIFE and bolsters the
overall programme.

Regional and inter-regional programmes
The regional and inter-regional programmes of support and col-
laboration with networks have spread the message and image of
LIFE faster and more extensively than would have been possi-
ble with the national programmes alone (tables 4.1 and 4.2).
The majority of the regional and inter-regional organisations
were already committed to approaches similar to LIFE’s, mak-
ing collaboration possible to further the objectives and impact
of a programme focused on the local level but with national and
international implications.

The funding provided by the LIFE Programme for docu-
mentation, transfers and information dissemination—usually
between $30,000 and $90,000 per grant—has been well spent
in furthering the LIFE message. By involving the national coor-
dinators in these programmes, there has been genuine learning
and appreciation at the national level. Such collaborative work
is essential to develop a consistent, mutually reinforcing
approach to local area and community development. The work-
shops, discussions and exchanges of information and documen-
tation through meetings and the media have further spread the
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message and the impact of LIFE. These exchanges reduce
transaction costs because each successful initiative makes it eas-
ier for subsequent activities to get support and gain acceptance
as a new way of approaching community issues.

The International Council for Local Environmental
Initiatives (ICLEI), an international environmental agency for
local governments, was established in September 1990 after an
extensive consultation with 200 local governments from 43
countries. Its main objective is to strengthen the institutional
capacity of local governments to address local and global envi-
ronmental problems. It does this by facilitating the exchange of
information and technical assistance among municipalities in its
network. Municipal project consortiums develop new solutions
and approaches to environmental problems, and local govern-
ment implementation capabilities are integrated with interna-
tional strategies for environmental protection.

ICLEI is conducting the Local Agenda 21 Model
Communities Programme in Latin America, Asia and Africa,
selecting municipalities in these regions to develop their Local
Agenda 21 for sustainable development. LIFE, in its first phase,
supported ICLEI in conducting regional workshops in
Colombia, Thailand and South Africa to initiate the process in
selected cities in each region. One innovative tool of this effort,
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Table 4.1
Inter-regional and global partners

Regions Network Project

Asia, Habitat International Promotion of Successful 
Latin America Coalition (HIC) Technologies in Drinking 
and Africa Water and Sanitation 

Services in Urban Settings
International Council for Local Agenda 21 Initiative
Local Environment Initiatives 
(ICLEI)

Asia and MegaCities Project Transfer of Solid Waste 
Arab States Management Innovations 

from Cairo to Manila and 
Bombay

Asia and Asian Coalition for Housing Bombay–South Africa Poor 
Africa Rights Peoples’ Exchange

Global World Health Organisation Healthy Cities Project

Source: UNDP.



the Strategic Services Planning Framework, addresses many of
the organisational and institutional problems related to gover-
nance and public service delivery. The three guiding principles
are participation, empowerment and partnerships. In its second
phase, LIFE supported ICLEI in conducting a workshop in
Mwanza, Tanzania, and in producing “Local Agenda 21
Network News”, a newsletter to disseminate the lessons in the
local agenda programme. 

The Habitat International Coalition, with 300 CBOs and
NGOs as members, has worked with LIFE in the investiga-
tion of alternative solutions to community problems. The joint
p roject identified 15 part i c i p a t o ry projects in safe drinking
water and sanitation—four in Africa, four in Asia and seven in
Latin America. All the projects involved at least three actors
f rom NGOs, CBOs, local government and international agen-
cies. Whether the technology was conventional or altern a t i v e
did not matter. Mechanical, technical inputs were not as
i m p o rtant as sociological relationships, which were key to the
e ffective management and operation of water supply and san-
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Table 4.2
Regional partners

Region Network Project

Africa CASSAD “Africa NGO Network” 
Workshop

Environmental Development Documentation and 
Action in the Third World Dissemination of Community-
(enda-TM) based Approaches in 

West Africa

Asia Asian Coalition for Housing “People’s Plan for the 21st 
Rights Century”

CITYNET Regional Training Workshop 
on Waste Water Management

Latin America Habitat International Training and Exchange in Latin 
Coalition (HIC) America

Arab States Arab Network for Environment Information and Exchange 
and Development (RAED) Newsletter
International Union of Local Documentation and Exchange 
Authorities/ Eastern of Information on Successful 
Mediterranean and Middle Projects and Institutions
East (IULA/EMME)

Source: UNDP.



itation. Job creation and time and money savings had an
i m p o rtant impact. Sanitation was seen to be a function of
p o w e r, even in decentralised situations, and the experiences
gained in each of the projects contributed to the understand-
ing of political relationships. And water was perceived to be
not merely a necessity or a right but a symbol—a major step
in the development process. The coalition is now conducting
a second LIFE project in the Latin American region on water
and sanitation.

Environmental Development Action (enda) and other
African NGOs are conducting a regional research-action pro-
gramme on local initiatives in eight urban areas in Benin,
Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea Bissau, Mali,
Niger and Senegal. Despite harsh conditions, thousands of fam-
ilies manage to eke out a living, and some families prosper. How
are these cities sustained? Largely by the efforts and initiatives
of local communities, and enda is committed to understanding
how these initiatives are organised and managed.

In most African cities NGOs are relatively new. One means
of strengthening them is through exchanging information and
adopting local-local dialogues to pave the way for negotiation
and cooperation. Recent initiatives include: setting up coopera-
tives to reduce the prices of materials in Dakar, Senegal; impro v-

ing the workplaces of market women in Cotonou,
Benin; improving methods of waste collection by
women in Ouagadougou, Burkino Faso; and
upgrading a settlement in Bamako, Mali. 

These case studies indicate a very important
relationship between the traditional and the
modern. Most communities are ethnic or clan-
based, and groups are formed and kept together
by long-held traditions. For communities to be
sustainable, they need to be broader based in
their concerns. NGOs are regarded as an integral

part of society, and their staff work as facilitators in discussions
with the community. 

One of several regional programmes focusing on the role of
NGOs, the enda/LIFE Programme produced three videos and
held several workshops, including one on community develop-
ment in Guinea Bissau. The Habitat II Conference provided an
opportunity for networks of NGOs to exchange valuable infor-
mation and resources.
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The International Union of Local Authorities (IULA), oper-
ating through regional divisions on each continent, is involved
in a wide range of activities, but its main goal is the promotion
of local government and democracy. It defines
decentralisation as a process from the municipal-
ities to the people, not to the municipalities from
the people. IULA has long advocated the
enabling role of local governments, and the LIFE
Programme provided IULA with an opportunity
to also collaborate with NGOs in the Arab States
region and in Turkey.

The project supported by LIFE, having
emerged from a roundtable discussion on new
methods of collaboration, consisted of surveying
and documenting the significant extent and strength of NGOs
active in environmental work. The results were published, and
a symposium was held in Istanbul to disseminate the findings.
The project’s intent was to assist NGOs, but IULA and LIFE
benefited greatly from lessons about alternative forms of oper-
ation. IULA is continuing its cooperation with the LIFE
Programme in a new regional project with RAED (see below). 

The MegaCities Project is an international network aimed at
finding out what works, providing an information exchange for
cities, replicating and transferring experiences and bringing
them to bear on policy formulation. 

The inter-regional project funded by LIFE focused on the
Zabaleen, the rubbish collectors of Cairo, who took three prob-
lems (poverty, garbage and dumping places) and developed a
solution to tackle them. They introduced a recycling system
whereby the garbage was collected, sorted, cleaned and trans-
formed by backyard industries into paper products, metal
objects and other such items. By adding value to the recyclable
material, they generated an income to build schools and other
infrastructure. A literacy programme was an integral part of the
project.

This experience is being transferred through a LIFE project
to Manila and Bombay. MegaCities Project coordinators visited
Cairo and later returned with a 12-person team from Manila to
study the process. They conducted a feasibility study, mobilised
and trained a team to study the composition of garbage and the
possible products that could be produced from it, and ended up
with six community guilds for recycling paper, glass, metals and
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Cleaning drainage system
Osh, Kyrgyzstan

so on. The local government was initially against the project, but
the regional government managed to fund it through a debt-
swapping arrangement, and the project has now been repli-
cated in other communities. Bombay has no real system or
organisation of garbage collection. Rag pickers sift through the
garbage, select anything useful and leave the rest strewn around
the street. The Municipal Corporation is now keen for the
MegaCities Project to help replicate the Zabaleen experience
in Bombay, to see if it can work there.

The MegaCities Project provides five valuable lessons:
• Flexibility is a good thing, although NGOs don’t change

as governments do after each election.
• Ideas can’t be imposed—they work only if they can be

adopted.
• There is no exact replication. Teachers and participants

must learn together as each city has different challenges. There
needs to be local-local dialogue since most communities do not
trust “outsiders”.

• Seeing is believing. Although reading about a project is
helpful, it is better to see it.

• Transfers within neighbourhoods and across cities
encourage collaboration since many issues are common.

The Healthy Cities programme was designed to introduce
health awareness and education to people at work, in their

homes, at schools and in the market-place. Since
April 1995 the World Health Organisation
(WHO) and LIFE, with the support of the Dutch
Government, have collaborated to illustrate this
concept in five cities. In Quetta, Pakistan, the
process has been introduced in work groups
around specific issues in workplaces and in
schools, and the university is identifying health-
housing links. In Cox’s Bazaar, Bangladesh, the
focus is on tourism. In Managua, Nicaragua, 40
NGOs are involved. In Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,

the focus is on consciousness-raising. In Fayoum, Egypt, the
programme includes activities in both urban and rural
communities.

The regional and global impact of the Healthy Cities pro-
gramme is felt in the way health issues—particularly the admin-
istration of health programmes—are viewed by the World
Health Organisation and by national governments. 
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CITYNET, the Regional Network of Local Authorities for
the management of human settlements, is a network of local
urban governments, development authorities, and non-govern-
mental organisations in the Asia-Pacific region. Its mission is to
act as a facilitator at the regional level to promote the exchange
of expertise, information and experience among its 90 mem-
bers. The objectives of CITYNET are to strengthen the capac-
ities of local governments to manage the urban development
process and to develop partnerships among the various actors
at the local level, specifically among local authorities and NGOs.
The goal is to create people friendly cities that are socially just,
ecologically sustainable, politically participatory, economically
productive and culturally vibrant. 

In its first collaborative venture with LIFE, CITYNET
organised a regional training workshop in Sri Lanka on waste-
water management, aimed at an exchange of knowledge and
information between localities in the region and targeted
towards personnel in charge of city sewerage departments.
Under a two-year collaboration programme, other workshops
are planned on Community-based Housing Finance (Metro-
Manila), Community-based Infrastructure Development
(Orangi, Karachi), Gender-aware Planning, NGO-local author-
ity cooperation, and the media in urban environment projects.

The Asia Coalition for Housing Rights (ACHR)—a regional
NGO network, in cooperation with two national NGOs, SPARC
in India and People’s Dialogue in South Africa, is collaborating
with LIFE on the South Africa–India Poor People’s Exchange
Programme. Legal and financial arrangements are coordinated
by ACHR in Bangkok, with project implementation by all four
organisations. The target cities are Bombay, India and
Johannesburg, South Africa. The primary objectives are to doc-
ument and disseminate information on the three-year experi-
mental dialogue and training exchanges between two
community shelter projects on different continents. This
exchange and cross-fertilisation of ideas and solutions provides
a learning environment to generate new and creative solutions.
The main goal of the programme is to share at all levels—local,
national and international—the ways in which poor communi-
ties undertake successful development on their own and to
encourage community members to exchange ideas. The docu-
mentation of the exchanges is being published for distribu-
tion—and produced for radio in India, South Africa, the United
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Kingdom (BBC), the United States (public radio) and several
other developing countries. Earlier, LIFE provided support for
a regional conference—”People’s Plan for the 21st Century”—
organised by ACHR.

The Arab Network for Environment and Development
(RAED), founded in 1991 in Cairo and now a network of more
than 100 NGOs from all over the Middle East, gathers, dis-
seminates and exchanges regional and inter-regional data on
environmental and development problems. It also mobilises
grass-roots efforts and ensures equitable information sharing
and participatory planning methods. With LIFE Programme
support, RAED cooperated with IULA to prepare a regional
workshop in Istanbul on 27–28 June 1995 that focused on urban
environmental projects involving the joint efforts of communi-
ties, NGOs and local governments. 

RAED joined IULA–EMME for phase II of the LIFE
Programme in the Middle East to implement several new ele-
ments of the programme as outlined in the Global Advisory
Committee Report, Cairo 1995, including systemic monitoring
and assessment of small projects and documentation and dis-
semination of lessons. The organisations will also strengthen
collaboration with other programmes of bilateral and multilat-
eral donor agencies, NGO networks and cities’ associations.
RAED’s involvement in this collaboration greatly extends the
outreach of phase II activities to include the many NGOs affil-
iated with RAED throughout the Arab world. RAED is man-
aging the publication of a quarterly newsletter covering LIFE
activities, promoting the LIFE methodology and sharing and
exchanging experience in the region. IULA–EMME is pro-
moting the LIFE method and the exchange of experience and
information in the region by organising a second regional
workshop.

RAED in collaboration with IULA is managing the publica-
tion and distribution of quarterly reports on LIFE Programme
activities in Arabic and English in six countries—Egypt, Jordan,
Lebanon, Morocco, Tunisia and Yemen. IULA then translates
these newsletters into Turkish for distribution in Turkey and
Kyrgyzstan. IULA has also published the Middle East Local
Environment Monitor in collaboration with LIFE as an inven-
tory of the Urban Environmental NGOs in the six Middle
Eastern countries. This widely used directory helps promote
NGO collaboration with local authorities and governments. 
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The Centre for African Settlement Studies and Development
(CASSAD) is a regional NGO engaged in the development of
environmental indicators (criteria for measurement) through a
joint effort involving researchers, policymakers and grassroots
NGOs and CBOs. CASSAD recently hosted with LIFE support
a post-Habitat II workshop in Nigeria, bringing together
African NGOs, NGO networks, donors and development agen-
cies (all from Sub-Saharan Africa) and LIFE Programme coor-
dinators (Senegal, South Africa and Tanzania) to discuss
strategies for implementing the recommendations from
Habitat II.

The global learning culture
The global impact of the LIFE Programme reflects the power
of dialogue and participation in project planning, evaluation and
assessments and of collaborative approaches among the many
players engaged in its implementation. Through the Global
Advisory Committee meetings, the LIFE national coordinators’
annual meetings and regional and inter-regional workshops, the
ongoing programme is guided by a continuous participatory
process of planning, implementation and evaluation involving
its global partners. Through this participatory approach, the
LIFE Programme has developed a built-in learning culture.
The numerous informal exchanges of information and experi-
ence between the global players build new alliances and coali-
tions to support the LIFE method. 

The many meetings and exchanges of information between
LIFE’s global players are documented in published materials,
which are building a significant bibliography of
experience. With the dissemination of these doc-
uments, programme participants and others con-
cerned with LIFE’s purposes and results will be
able to promote and encourage dialogue and
learning in other communities.

While quantitative accomplishments may be
i m p ressive, even more critical is what is being
l e a rned about the LIFE approach and how the
p rogramme is implemented within each country.
How do countries learn from each others’ successes and mis-
takes? What aspects of LIFE should be institutionalised at the
c o u n t ry level? How can UNDP and the larger development
community benefit from the mainstreaming of LIFE’s part i c i-
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p a t o ry local-local dialogue method? Four mechanisms for sus-
taining a continuous learning process have been used so far.

External evaluations. The first independent evaluation of
the LIFE Programme from September 1992–September 1994,
conducted in April 1995, concluded that “LIFE offers a state of
the art response to urban environmental management needs”.
The report also stated that the “first two years of implementa-
tion have validated the programme’s rationale and established

conditions for the expansion and consolidation of
activities”. The evaluation highlighted LIFE’s
potential in “integrating policy dialogue, advo-
cacy and participatory implementation dynam-
ics” and “disseminating substantive impacts and
methodologies to a wide range of users”. It rec-
ommended steps to establish the link between
micro-level initiatives and macro-level policy,
including stronger monitoring and evaluation of
small projects. In addition, the report suggested
that resources be earmarked for capacity-build-

ing in the areas of project design, budget management, negoti-
ation and monitoring and evaluation. The main findings and
recommendations were incorporated into the phase II strate-
gies and the phase III design.

National consultants have completed evaluations of LIFE in
Brazil, Egypt, Jamaica, Pakistan and Thailand. An external
assessment of LIFE Thailand by Sida has also contributed to
the learning process. And in September 1996 an analytical
report, completed at the request of Sida and DGIS, provided
major insights into how to implement phase III. It also served
as the basis for this publication.

Annual internal reviews by LIFE national coordinators.
Four global internal reviews have been held—August 1994,
January 1996, June 1996 and January 1997. In these meetings
the national coordinators report on the status of their country-
level activities, including projects, local-local dialogues, policy
dialogues, resource mobilisation and institutionalisation. Each
coordinator shares lessons and keys to success. The national
coordinators, along with the global coordinator and the project
management officer for UNOPS, discuss strategies for the
future of the LIFE Programme, incorporating them into mid-
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course corrections for phase II and the preparations for phase
III. These reviews are supplemented by quarterly and annual
progress reports by each national coordinator.

Annual global advisory committee (GAC) workshops. Three
GAC workshops have been held, the first in Stockholm in 1994,
hosted by Sida, and the second in Cairo in 1995. The third was
held in June 1996 in Istanbul as an aspect of LIFE Programme
participation in Habitat II. The workshops document lessons
and strategic plans of action, and the recommendations arising
from each of them are incorporated into the planning for the
next phase. The 1997 meeting will be held in Tanzania.

International workshop on participatory local governance.
In February 1996 at the UN in New York, 43 representatives of
regional and inter-regional NGOs and city associations, related
UN agencies, mayors and central government representatives,
and LIFE national coordinators and global technical advisory
staff exchanged experiences and explored strategies for extend-
ing and transferring their successes in participatory environ-
mental initiatives that address urban poverty. Relevant
recommendations from that workshop were incorporated into
phase III.

The financing strategy and results 
UNDP has worked with four bilateral donor agencies to use
cost-sharing, trust funds and parallel financing modalities as
strategies to finance the LIFE Programme: 
• The Netherlands, DGIS (Ministry of Foreign Affairs)—
cost-sharing
• Sweden, Sida (Swedish International Development
Cooperation Agency)—cost-sharing
• Denmark, DANCED (Ministry of the Environment and
Energy)—trust fund
• Germany, GTZ (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit)—parallel financing
This strategy, when first employed five years ago to initiate the
LIFE Programme, had little track record at UNDP
Headquarters and was still considered an emerging strategy to
compensate for diminishing core resources. LIFE has thus
been a laboratory for demonstrating the potential for building
effective and efficient development partnerships at the global,
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regional and country levels—and for attracting local govern-
ments and UNDP country offices in cost-shared development
efforts. The LIFE Finance Report—prepared for the bilateral
cost-sharing partners and UNDP—summarises bilateral part-
ner and UNDP contributions and expenditures, documenting
the significant levels of funds leveraged through parallel financ-
ing and country-level inputs. 

In each of the 12 countries where LIFE currently operates,
project expenditures do not exceed allocated budgets. Some
$3.6 million—or 64 percent of the total—have been directly
allocated to the 12 countries. Of the UNDP/cost-sharing funds
allocated at the country level, 71 percent is for grants to local
actors. Ten international NGO networks and cities’ associations
have received LIFE regional and inter-regional grants for doc-
umentation, transfers and interchange of local initiatives that
complement or directly support LIFE country initiatives. For
this, some $993,000—17 percent of the total—have been allo-
cated. Combined with direct country-level allocations, this

means that 81 percent of all UNDP/cost-sharing
funds have been allocated to country, regional
and inter-regional programme activities. To cover
global technical support costs, $1 million has
been allocated for all aspects of substantive and
operational support of the LIFE Programme—
less than 19 percent of total cost-sharing alloca-
tions of $7 million.

The amount of parallel financing and country -
level inputs LIFE has leveraged is large. An
additional $4.1 million of non-UNDP core / c o s t -

sharing funds have gone directly into country grants with a total
of $11.2 million allocated to LIFE Programme activities. This
means that the $2.3 million of grant funds from UNDP and the
bilateral cost-sharing partners for small projects has leveraged
183 percent of additional funds, for a grand total of $6.4 mil-
lion for the small pro j e c t s .

Leveraging funds
Several fiscal accomplishments show the tremendous potential
that LIFE Programme activities have for leveraging funds
through its financing strategy. In Brazil an input of $220,000
leveraged an additional $660,000—or more than 300 percent
above the initial input. These funds came from government and
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private sources in response to the urban environmental project
proposals. In Thailand parallel financing from GTZ ($365,000),
the Asia Pacific 2000 ($60,000) and DANCED ($400,000) more
than tripled the core resource/cost-sharing inputs. In Colombia
$90,000 in community contributions in manpower, tools and
payment have been directed towards 13 urban environment
projects. In Pakistan the UNDP country office committed $3
million for development of the programme for Livelihood
Improvements in Urban Settlements (PLUS) to build on the
LIFE method and small project success. Also in Pakistan a pro-
posal to the Japanese government is being considered to take
the initial LIFE environmental projects to scale, demonstrating
how successful small ventures can, if closely monitored and
evaluated, significantly influence the policy dialogue and plan-
ning for sustainable human development. When the results of
a successful venture are disseminated throughout a country, as
they were in Pakistan, the record of success can be a basis for
scaling up an approach and attracting significant inputs to coun-
try-level development.
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The most obvious strength of the LIFE Programme is the
participatory processes it introduces and supports at every
level of operation. The notions of participation and inclu-

siveness are built in from the very earliest stages, starting with
the national consultations and extending to the processes of
project design, implementation and evaluation. Since the initi-
ation of the LIFE method, other strengths have emerged, and
the programme has successfully capitalised upon them. But
some constraints to the method will pose a challenge to LIFE
participants in the last phase of the programme.

Strengths of the method

Participation. In many ways, participation is the main distin-
guishing feature of the LIFE Programme. Other programmes
and methods share the objectives of urban environmental
upgrading through community-based action, and many pro-
mote participatory processes. But few incorporate participatory
processes that are vertically as well as horizontally integrating.
In many other programmes to improve local conditions, “par-
ticipation” is limited—seen only as a mechanism for involving
the “beneficiaries” of the project. This limitation is due to the
policies of the organisations and agencies that initiate the pro-
gramme and the overarching implementation process.

One notable achievement of the LIFE Programme has been
its ability to develop and demonstrate a method that overcomes
such limitation. The programme aims to build positive, mutu-
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ally beneficial relationships by providing the opportunity for
government, civil society organisations, the private sector and
community members to work together in a non-confrontational
setting.

Partnership. Although it may be easier to encourage a
weaker party to seek dialogue and accommodation with a
stronger party, the LIFE process has been successful in over-
coming the reluctance of those in power to negotiate. This has
been achieved by identifying and working with each local actor’s
strengths and weaknesses. By capitalising on each entity’s
strengths, an effective partnership can develop in which both
parties gain.

The notion of partnerships is built into the programme at
every step, even in the funding structure. Funding a project
becomes virtually impossible without collaboration and part-
nership with other local, provincial or regional sources of fund-
ing and support.

Local-local dialogue. The method of “local-local dialogue”
used by the programme to bring together the various stake-
holders is a powerful tool for project identification, problem-
solving, monitoring and implementation. It provides an
efficient channel of communication and decision-making—and
is an effective means for instilling a sense of “ownership” in the
project. Local-local dialogue also provides an opportunity for
understanding the needs and limitations of each party by bring-
ing the users and providers of urban services together. And it
fosters long-term relationships that are useful beyond the LIFE
projects. But there is a minor risk within the programme that
every meeting or workshop will be treated as if it were a “local-
local dialogue”. This could weaken what is currently the most
powerful and effective tool. It could also lessen the impact of
the process if organisations and agencies feel that local-local
dialogue is merely a different name for a meeting.

The upstream-downstream-upstream approach. The three-
step upstream-downstream-upstream process contributes to
the greater influence and impact of the projects beyond the
communities they serve. The projects have been rightly termed
“policy experiments” through which the participatory process
of tackling local environmental improvement and participatory
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Planting trees in Senegal

local governance can be tested and demonstrated. The
upstream-downstream-upstream cycle ensures that project
impact is not simply measured in visible environmental terms.
The dynamism of the programme lies with a process that begins
with “upstream” initiatives and continues “downstream” with

project implementation, then resumes
“upstream” through policy dialogues with gov-
ernment, the private sector, NGOs and CBOs. 

By involving re p resentatives from CBOs,
NGOs, the private sector and local, provincial and
central government in all phases of project devel-
o p m e n t — f rom the national consultation work-
shops and the national selection committees to
final policy formulation—a whole range of actors
is brought together to work towards a common
goal. Working together in the non-hostile context
of a workshop (particularly one that is based on
interactive part i c i p a t o ry methods) allows for the
development of better understanding and appre-

ciation of alternative points of view and the possibility of better
working relationships and alliances beyond the workshop itself.

Replicating and sustaining LIFE at the local level. The small
amounts that the programme allocates for each project (an aver-
age of about $20,000, with a maximum of $50,000) is an incentive
for the national selection committee and the national coord i n a t o r
to seek collaborative partnerships. The size of the grants keeps the
focus of the projects firmly on the process—since the money is not
s u fficient to seduce the participation of the larger (intern a t i o n a l )
NGOs. This also allows smaller, local NGOs to part i c i p a t e — a n d
gives CBOs the chance to take on the management and adminis-
trative roles. The financial commitments are also within the capac-
ity of most local governments and there f o re amenable to
incorporation in future development budgets. In demonstrating
what is possible with relatively small funds and a decentralised,
p a rt i c i p a t o ry process of local governance, the funding role of
UNDP and other external donors in the LIFE Programme could
v e ry easily be replicated and taken over by local agencies and gov-
e rnments to enlarge or extend the programme. 

Donor participation and experimental learning. Unlike
many other development assistance programmes that come
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with pre-designed, ready-to-assemble projects, the LIFE
method has been designed to elicit local responses to local prob-
lems. While the programme has its own methods and guidelines
on a number of issues and actions, the actual projects are seen
as the “policy experiments” to demonstrate, test and elaborate
on the methodological framework. In such an approach, the
donors become genuine participants too—learning from the
feedback of the design and implementation of the projects
within the LIFE Programme. The idea of starting with a “pilot”
programme, initiated in seven countries and then extended to
five more through “learning by doing” is also an integral part of
this participatory learning process.

The LIFE Programme is further strengthened by having
multiple donor participation, and the donors (including
Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden) contribute
to and learn from the LIFE experiences. Through regional and
inter-regional partnerships, other development agencies and
institutions also learn from the policy experiments of the LIFE
Programme. The programme is thus enriched and reaches out
further than if it had the participation of only one donor or did
not involve other development institutions.

Combining process with solutions. The introduction of the
LIFE method and process to the participating countries and insti-
tutions has been coupled with designing responses to local issues.
Within the overall ambit of environmental upgrad-
ing and improvement, each project is proposed by
a community to respond to one or more issues
including waste management, water and sanitation,
p r i m a ry health care and environmental education.
In developing projects that solve local pro b l e m s ,
the community and other partners in the LIFE
P rogramme become acquainted with the pro c e s s
as well. Feedback from the policy experiments
i n f o rms policy within and between countries.
E x p o s u re to the LIFE process as it applies to envi-
ronmental issues enables communities to extend the scope of their
activities and to apply the lessons of participation, partnership and
local-local dialogue to other areas and issues.

Holistic, multi-sectoral approach. The LIFE Programme
deliberately chose environmental issues as its point of entry to
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deal with visible and tangible problems that affected whole
communities and that could best be tackled through collective
rather individual action. Poverty, one of the underlying causes
of environmental degradation, is simultaneously tackled—
either directly through the creation of employment and
income-earning opportunities or indirectly through reductions
in the costs of infrastructure and health care brought about by
safer environmental conditions. Concern for gender equity and
promoting the role of women is also an integral part of the LIFE
Programme. The programme uses an inclusive method so that
whole communitites can participate in identifying a commu-
nity’s development needs.

Visible results through local projects. The LIFE process and
methodology uses the local environment as its entry point for
action on issues that can be tackled visibly and resolved tangi-
bly. Improved drainage, sanitation or refuse collection have an
immediate impact on the environment of a locality, and finding
successful solutions to these fundamental problems builds the
community’s confidence in effecting further change. 

Local problems demand local solutions: the LIFE
Programme empowers everyone with a stake in the community
to get involved and accept responsibility for a part of the pro-
ject. At the same time, the partner organisations and institutions

participating in the process can see an immediate
return on their investment and can use the
lessons of these local projects to extend the
approach to other localities. 

Decentralised structure. The decentralised
structure of the LIFE Programme allows for
work to be undertaken simultaneously in a num-
ber of localities within a settlement or in differ-
ent settlements in the country. The process does
not get bogged down in constraints and bottle-

necks from a lack of decision-making personnel. It also permits
different localities and communities to use variations that are
best suited to their circumstances. This is incorporated in the
LIFE method at all stages from the initial problem identifica-
tion through implementation. 

LIFE operations are decentralised within UNDP as well. In
fact, the programme as a whole is decentralised to the country
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and local levels, with UNDP Headquarters playing an enabling
rather than a decision-making role. Over 75 percent of total LIFE
allocations are given to country- and local-level activities; global
technical support costs re p resent only 19 percent of total alloca-
tions. The straightforw a rd and effective division of operations is
at the core of LIFE’s success. The country office is re s p o n s i b l e
for implementation at the country level, backstopped by the
global coordinator in the Bureau for Policy and Pro g r a m m e
S u p p o rt (BPPS) and by UNOPS. The responsibility for day-to-
day project management and monitoring is shared by the LIFE
national coordinator and the country office, with technical sup-
p o rt provided by the national coordinator and the national selec-
tion committee within the country of implementation. 

Reliance on local expertise. By focusing on local issues relat-
ing to the environment and using a decentralised participatory
process, the LIFE methodology encourages the use of local
solutions to local problems. The project planning and prepara-
tion strategies of LIFE make concerted efforts to involve a
broad-based group of stakeholders with a view to designing a
project to be implemented at the community level. As an inter-
regional project, LIFE has been successful in devising from the
onset a practical implementation framework to adapt to coun-
tries that differ greatly in their political, socio-cultural and eco-
nomic circumstances. This flexible approach results in the
almost exclusive reliance on local and national expertise—
rather than international consultants—to develop and devise
solutions. This keeps costs down, builds local capacity and capa-
bility and increases the confidence and self-reliance of the com-
munity—with obvious implications for replicating and
sustaining the process over time.

Regular exchanges and discussions between the national
c o o rdinators and others involved in the programme creates a
constant flow of information and knowledge about lessons fro m
local to national and international participants. These contacts
also help identify needs for training and expertise that can be
filled by limited international technical assistance or consul-
tancies that may be re q u i red to fill gaps locally. LIFE has built
a set of mechanisms into the core of its operations to link all
actors through ongoing consultations and participation. LIFE
demonstrates the way in which globally based programmes can
build a foundation at the level of local communities and com-
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munity organisations while also establishing two-way linkages
to the national and global levels—in a part i c i p a t o ry and cost-
e ffective way. 

Constraints of the method
There are limitations in the LIFE Programme method that
need to be analysed and addressed. Many constraints are a
result of operating in an environment still engaged in more con-
ventional projects and approaches. The stage of the develop-
ment of the local authorities and of the NGO sector and the
readiness of the CBOs to get involved, the status of the socio-
political situation, the shape of the private sector and estab-
lished institutions—all profoundly affect the ability to introduce
the programme through local-local dialogue. LIFE provides a
mechanism for internalisation of a style of inter-institutional
behaviour of participation and partnership, but each country
uses the process differently. 

In some cases, the effective participation of CBOs and pri-
vate sector entities in national selection committees and in pro-
ject implementation has been rather limited. Interaction with
CBOs is likely to be restricted by the short time-lines of LIFE
projects (most do not exceed one year), which do not allow ade-
quate time to develop the appropriate resources or institutional
infrastructure to implement the method optimally. In other sit-
uations, the LIFE Programme is helping to sustain struggling
CBOs and even helping to create new CBOs and NGOs. Where
CBOs and NGOs are independent of the local power struc-
tures, they may have difficulties in continuing after their direct
involvement with the LIFE Programme comes to an end. But
they may also be able to demonstrate their utility and effec-
tiveness so that communities will want to continue to operate
with them, regardless of, or even in despite of, the local power
structures.

Governmental and non-governmental organisations 
While the LIFE methodology requires the involvement of
national and local governments to operate in partnership with
NGOs and CBOs, the relative involvement of these organisa-
tions varies from country to country. In some countries, such as
Pakistan, the local government structure is fairly weak. In oth-
ers local government officials tend to be unsympathetic towards
the LIFE methodology and approach. The result is that part-
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nerships are often led and dominated by the NGOs and, to a
lesser extent, by the CBOs. 

In some instances, the local government component may be
d o rmant or merely nominal. In others, government depart m e n t s
a re still understaffed and do not have the capacity to get involved
in what are seen as “additional” duties and re s p o n s i b i l i t i e s .
Often, their training and experience does not encourage them
to engage in dialogue with communities, especially if the com-
munities are made up of poor or “illegal” settlements. The LIFE
P rogramme could thus end up becoming a NGO/CBO pro-
gramme rather than a partnership involving all sectors, as
intended. In many instances, however, as in Tanzania, the re s u l t s
f rom implementing and operating the LIFE method are help-
ing to convince governments that a govern m e n t - c o m m u n i t y
p a rtnership can be more productive and more effective, gradu-
ally converting them to support partnerships. 

Geographic spread and focus
Just as the LIFE Programme was introduced to seven selected
pilot countries and then extended to another five, selective
introduction and expansion has been part of the
LIFE method. While this has advantages in
focusing efforts and concentrating resources in a
few countries and a few cities rather than dis-
persing the limited funds in a greater geographic
area, there are problems in this approach.
Limiting the programme geographically poses
problems of both testing and demonstration,
especially for larger countries such as Egypt and
Pakistan. Given large variations across countries,
a limited geographic concentration does not per-
mit nationally applicable conclusions. Nor does it mean the
message “doing by seeing” will be applicable to many partici-
pants.

But if the programme is spread too thinly in too many loca-
tions, it is more difficult to control quality or even to provide
support. The establishment of the programme in 28 towns and
cities across Thailand, and the logistics of setting up and moni-
toring those sites, have put stress on the national coordinator.
There must be a balance between limiting the number of pro-
jects to allow for adequate management and encouraging
enough projects to use the experience and lessons to tailor the
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programme to fit national needs. Countries must be able to
adapt the programme to respond to specific problems without
eliminating or weakening the method and its backstopping and
support measures.

Scaling up
Although the LIFE Programme and method was introduced as
a pilot in a small number of countries and cities, it was always
envisaged that, if successful, it would be scaled up and used
throughout entire countries and extended to many others.
Guidelines and procedures to map this course of expansion are
not in place but will be developed as more is learned about the
strengths and constraints of the LIFE method in each country.
As the LIFE Programme is scaled up, the process and method
will be put to new tests. As a limited programme, it was “pro-
tected” from some of the pressures that inevitably arise in coun-
tries where not as much time or attention is paid to how and
with whom LIFE operates. In places where the people who
benefit from the status quo are challenged and their power base
is threatened, the programme is bound to meet resistance. 

I ro n i c a l l y, the success of the LIFE Programme is cre a t i n g
p re s s u re to extend and scale up the programme nationally and
i n t e rn a t i o n a l l y. If these pre s s u res are not addressed, the scaling
up process may be initiated before the programme is ready for it.
But if the programme does not respond fast enough, it may be
“hijacked”, and hybrid models may emerge that do not ade-
quately re flect LIFE’s objectives or pro fit from its experiences.
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The goal of the LIFE Programme—the criterion for its suc-
cess—is for its process and method to be mainstreamed
by the donor community and institutionalised in develop-

ing country policies and structures. LIFE starts as a process to
address local urban environmental improvements through par-
ticipatory local governance. But it is adapted to address other
issues, such as access to health services, education, the role of
women in communities and the development of income-gen-
erating activities. In seeking to mainstream and institutionalise
LIFE, the concern is to have its objectives and intentions be
part of development strategies—not to merely use the nomen-
clature and administrative structures to meet very different
objectives.

This is ambitious, since the proposition is to change what is
done for local urban environmental improvements, the way it
is done and who is involved in doing it. Furthermore, once the
approaches promoted by LIFE are incorporated, they leave lit-
tle room for carrying on business as before: in other words, it is
unlikely that traditional ways of approaching local urban
improvement can coexist with LIFE methodologies. 

It is not an impossible task to generate new ideas and intro-
duce new governance structures while keeping aspects of the
old system intact. A good example of this is the “sites and ser-
vices” approach advocated by the World Bank in the 1970s. The
essence of the approach—which provided plots of serviced land
instead of ready-built housing units—was neither invented by
nor unique to the World Bank. But by coining a name for it and
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Community participation in 
project design and
management, Pakistan

associating itself almost exclusively with the approach, as
opposed to any other housing approach (such as pre-fabrica-
tion, core-housing, multi-storey flats or mass-housing), the
Bank popularised and spread the sites and services approach
across the developing world. This was done to such an extent
that it sometimes appeared that any other form of housing pro-

vision undertaken by other aid agencies, as well
as by national governments and housing agencies,
required an explanation if not an apology. Though
the Bank has stopped advocating sites and ser-
vices for more than a decade, the term and the
process are still current and dominant.

At its height, the sites and services approach
was backed by millions of dollars in project
finance, which in turn leveraged more than 10
times as much from national governments and
private financial sources. Can the LIFE

Programme achieve anything like the dominance of the sites
and services approach through a pilot programme with very lim-
ited project funds and a method that requires considerable
accommodation by vested interests? On the implications for
mainstreaming, it is essentially local and national government
actions and reactions that will be critical.

Governance
For governments and their agencies the implications of a switch
from conventional to LIFE-like approaches can be summarised
in four inter-related issues, each concerned with “who governs”:

C o n t rol. The LIFE approach often leads to a reduction in
c o n t rol over policy and decision-making by government, and a
c o rresponding increase in control by civil society. This is likely
to affect centralised governments since it implies allowing a
wider audience to play an active role in governance pro c e s s e s .
As long as LIFE is seen to be a minor and marginal operation,
this may not be an issue. But as the programme becomes insti-
tutionalised, its method could be seen as a direct threat and chal-
lenge to government authority. To limit hostile reactions, it is
i m p o rtant that the process be presented as sharing re s p o n s i b i l-
ities and reducing the workload and burden for govern m e n t ,
rather than as a loss of power or prestige. Indeed, it might help
to show that in sharing responsibilities, LIFE partners share in
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accepting blame and criticism for problems with the pro-
gramme, relieving the government of its constituent complaints.

Agenda. The LIFE approach shifts problem-solving from an
agency-centric definition of problems towards a community-
based definition. Agencies traditionally have prescribed man-
dates—specified areas of operations and imposed
budgets—and are reluctant to initiate action in areas outside
their immediate concern. Collaborative work with outside
organisations is seen as more work because it means going
beyond the prescribed agency mandate. LIFE’s incremental
approach—where dialogue and interaction gradually lead to
collaborative problem-solving—is an antidote to government
reluctance to work in partnership with other organisations
(table 6.1).

Returns. A LIFE approach leads to a reduction of quick-fix
projects in favour of longer term programmes. Development
projects traditionally have been neatly packaged to allow for
easier control, and they were often timed to evolve within the
time frames of incumbent administrations. With a more pro-
gramme-oriented approach that at its core is a process of pro-
ject management, it is not as easy to determine how specific
inputs affect a project. Nor is it clear when “results” of the pro-
gramme are evident. This makes it more difficult to claim credit
for, and thereby “own”, a particular project or series of projects.
This change in metaphorical “ownership” will require all par-
ties involved—from the politicians, to the electorate, to the
development agencies—to shift their ideas of governance and
recast their roles in the community.

Empowerment. The LIFE approach is likely to reduce
reliance on government and increase self-sufficiency—moving
from enablement to empowerment. This may be viewed by
local and national government bureaucrats as a loss of power if
governance is seen as a zero sum game. Dialogue is needed to
assure vested interests that, through sharing responsibilities
and encouraging participatory intervention, much more can be
achieved by all parties, for all parties.

A good illustration of the sorts of problems faced by a pro-
gramme like LIFE is in the national consultant’s re p o rt commis-
sioned after the Moroccan Exploratory Mission. The national
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consultant was not able to meet with any re p resentatives of
NGOs, CBOs or local government and found it “difficult to make
any definite conclusion about the necessary conditions for the
operation of the LIFE Programme in Morocco”. The consultant
w rote: “The local authorities are reluctant to cooperate with any
association that would seem to create an interface with the peo-
ple. Similarly they do not seem to be in favour of the institution-
alisation of such groups formed for a particular project. Furt h e r,
local authorities do not usually consider close cooperation with
the community as an efficient development service but rather as
a sign of under- d e v e l o p m e n t . . . . In fact, the cooperation
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Table 6.1
Agency approach versus LIFE approach

Conventional, LIFE approach Considerations 
Aspect agency approacha and method and implications

Programme Agency uses consultants to National Consultation includes Brings public-private-NGO 
formulation shape agency’s mandate and dialogue and open-forum sectors together to formulate 

formulate programme exchange of ideas. “government” policy and 
recommendations. programme 

Problem Agency uses “information” from Community, with CBO or NGO Community determines terms 
identification community surveys to determine assistance, uses local-local of reference and the resulting 

problems. dialogue to identify problems. project may not be restricted 
to the originating agency's 
remit.

Project Agency, using consultants and Community members, using CBO Community becomes the 
formulation other professionals, sets project or NGO assistance, dialogues client/owner of project and 

parameters. with local, municipal, provincial the judge of its success.
groups. 

Project Agency, using contractor. Coordinated action by multiple Complex coordination and 
implementation actors, sectors. management requirements.

Project Agency evaluates contractor's Community evaluates project and Standardisation across 
monitoring performance. determines future action. projects becomes difficult. 
and evaluation

Role Finite set of actions, culminating Actions aimed at initiating policy Projects become less 
of project in an end product. dialogue and change. important, agencies unable 

to claim successes. 

Project- Rarely built into project design. Projects seen as “policy Need for an on-going 
policy links Usually policy formulation and experiments”, used to inform debate to use feedback from 

p roject design and implementa- and support policy change. projects to formulate policy.
tion done by separate bodies.

a. AGENCY is used as a synonym for government ministry, municipality, public or private institution, non-governmental organisation
and the like.
Source: UNDP.



Sanitation and water 
project, Senegal

between NGOs and the local authorities is almost non-existent . . .
Rather than the planned partnerships, more vertical org a n i s a t i o n
is favoured. The ‘immaturity’ of the population is the more re c u r-
rent remark about the implementation of the (LIFE)
P rogramme.” As a result of the re p o rt, the initiation of the LIFE
P rogramme in Morocco has been delayed. The UNDP Field
O ffice in Morocco believes that there is a role for LIFE in
M o rocco, and in 1997 it began eff o rts to re i n t roduce it.

The first step in confronting these attitudes and resolving
these issues, as LIFE recognises, is to increase dialogue and
interaction. LIFE needs to continue to use its fora—especially
the national consultations—to begin to prepare the ground
more actively for the shift in public opinion required in many
countries. The small projects should be used more explicitly as
“policy experiments” to build confidence through demonstrat-
ing the efficacy of using the LIFE approach and method and to
extend the dialogue and debate towards more inclusive, partic-
ipatory governance and human resource development.

Country stories
So, how far has LIFE come in mainstreaming and institution-
alising the programme in the countries in which it operates?
Much remains to be done in carrying forward the innovative
approaches and cooperative processes gained at the micro level
into policy formulation and institutional building at the meso
and macro levels. It must be stressed that mainstreaming and
institutionalising the LIFE method requires a
long time. Enlarging the programme must be
viewed as a progression contingent upon the suc-
cesses and dissemination of best practices of a
series of local initiatives—the emphasis of phase
III for 1997–2000.

Although it is too soon to expect LIFE to have
been institutionalised at the national level, there
a re indications that LIFE has moved the pro c e s s
of part i c i p a t o ry local governance in the right
d i rection, even if much of the pro g r a m m e ’s
impact is limited to the organisations and institutions with which
it has had direct contact. This is evident in the collective ideas
and collaboration on improving the urban environment. Still,
most of the impact has been limited to UNDP field offices, the
g r a n t - receiving NGOs and CBOs and some local authorities.
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The following country profiles show how the challenges of
mainstreaming and institutionalising LIFE differ in each region
and yet many of the problems and issues surrounding scaling up
the programme are shared by countries—regardless of cultural
and institutional differences. All quotations are from responses
of national coordinators to a programme questionnaire.

Brazil. In the words of the Brazilian national coordinator:
“My impression is that LIFE really makes a difference when it
highlights the crucial importance of participatory process (part-
nership is the buzz word here). Also I believe that the concept
of ‘community enterprise’ as an evolution of the traditional pro-
ject vision is really innovative. However, I think that we still have
to reach a more mature phase so that we can claim that we have
something really tangible working. Having completed the pilot
cases, we can start discussing in-depth, larger partnerships,
including those with the mainstream private sector.” Currently
LIFE in Brazil has leveraged some $630,000 from private sec-
tor sources emphasising its enterprise concept, and the gov-
ernment and UNDP in Brazil are considering making LIFE an
ongoing country programme.

Colombia. “LIFE has been successful in providing techni-
cal assistance and training activities which resulted in the selec-
tion of 13 small projects. Three of these projects have been
funded, and some 70 workshops and policy dialogues have been
held involving 1,050 participants from public sector ministries,
universities and the private sector. There are plans for a policy
dialogue workshop in Cartagena, a partnership with local
authorities in Riohacha and an information and shared-experi-
ence session with the mayor of Barranquilla.”

Continuing the education workshops and introducing an
education campaign to enlist the private sector in the pro-
gramme are important to mainstreaming and institutionalising
the LIFE process. LIFE–Colombia is hoping to put in place a
new citizen culture, which must include consciousness-raising
of the rights and responsibilities of community members. With
these rights come obligations, and LIFE must design a consul-
tative plan to introduce the concept of shared responsibility for
the projects identified as community initiatives. To date
LIFE–Colombia has committed funding of $110,000 towards
LIFE small projects.
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Solid waste management 
project separates
household waste,
recyclable materials and
compost biodegradables,
Lebanon

Egypt. “When LIFE was launched in Egypt, most of the
government officials said that this programme will not add any-
thing to Egypt because it has very little money. After they lis-
tened to the process they felt that the methodology of LIFE is
different from other UNDP programmes and also that of other
donors. They were sceptical about the role of NGOs and CBOs
in this process. NGOs also felt that government will inhibit the
process. During the National Consultation they all felt that the
methodology is very much needed because it helps in provid-
ing the communities with what they really need.”

On the other hand, “local authorities are very happy with the
programme because [they realise that] at the end of the day, it
serves their needs”. However, though they “like the methodol-
ogy and have even said on many occasions that they should use
it in all their activities with communities”, they do not see why
they should always have to work through NGOs and CBOs.

Since that time, LIFE–Egypt has taken the lead in building
partnerships among government, civil society organisations and
the private sector. A recent document titled
“Elements of the Egyptian Partnership
Experience in Urban Development” presented at
the Habitat II Conference in June 1996 shows
significant progress in disseminating the LIFE
methodology and approach among local urban
authorities. In June 1995 a regional workshop in
Istanbul, organised by IULA and RAED, pre-
sented and discussed three LIFE projects in
Egypt as part of a regional discussion of issues
and innovative responses throughout the Arab
region. LIFE–Egypt has also leveraged some $833,000 from
GTZ in parallel financing support for small projects during
phase III.

Jamaica. In Jamaica the government is formulating a $60
million island-wide infrastructure reconstruction project.
Sustaining the project depends on two primary factors drawn
from the successful experience of the LIFE Programme’s small
community projects in municipalities across Jamaica:
• Decentralisation of governance to the parish level with the
authority, resources and responsibility for long-term infrastruc-
ture maintenance, planning and development.
• Collaborative participation of NGOs, CBOs and local
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Clearing the ground for a 
new irrigation system and
recently planted trees,
Osh, Kyrgyzstan

authorities in planning, implementing, monitoring and evaluat-
ing infrastructure projects affecting their communities.

Jamaica’s infrastructure project plan proposes using the
LIFE Programme’s national and international experience and
method in the several hundred communities involved in the
project over a period of four years, further decentralising infra-
structure care and responsibility to the community level.

Kyrgyzstan. Since its initiating mission in August 1995,
LIFE has facilitated 19 meetings and workshops, which
included 280 participants from the community, municipal,
provincial and national levels. There are currently six projects
being implemented in Kyrgyzstan: three in Bishkek and three
in Osh. Most projects involve tree planting, solid waste man-
agement and environmental monitoring. The future goals of
LIFE–Kyrgyzstan include building networks and partnerships
to develop NGO ties to local governance, training local partic-

ipants in group skills and developing local educa-
tion activities. Recently, a member of the national
selection committee was elected mayor of Osh.

The main problems of LIFE–Kyrgyzstan con-
cern the slow development of the local-local dia-
logue. Often, the mayors do not recognise local,
community-led action, and many of the NGOs
are not willing to cooperate with the municipali-
ties. As a result of these tensions, there is weak
support for the projects. The private sector is
small, weak and inexperienced because it is

emerging from the buckles of a centralised state-controlled
economy. Perhaps most significant, there is no clear under-
standing of the concepts of urban environmental protection and
what exactly constitutes an environmental hazard.

Lebanon. “In Lebanon LIFE has had the effect of changing
the way local authorities view NGOs and CBOs. When working
t o g e t h e r, the municipalities are appreciating the role of the
NGOs as active and dedicated elements in their community,
which is creating an atmosphere of trust. During the national
consultations, [participants re p resenting] local authorities began
the actual dialogue with NGO and CBO members on matters of
c o n c e rn and interest, and local authorities are starting to re a l i s e
that these organisations are not the threat they had imagined.”
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The Kedougou Youth 
Association and community
volunteers planted trees
and organised a
maintenance system,
Senegal

As a result, “the local authority is now ready to help the re f o r-
estation eff o rts that the NGOs and CBOs had been working on
for several years”. Intere s t i n g l y, as a consequence of the local-
local dialogues, “the NGOs and CBOs, besides working
t o g e t h e r, now are starting to perceive the municipality as a part-
ner working on their side”. The minister of the environment is
c u rrently looking to replicate LIFE projects in other pro v i n c e s .
The NGOs and CBOs that were involved in pro-
ject activities are now looking to develop similar
p rojects in the communities they serve. In addi-
tion, the donors that witnessed the success of the
B c h e rri project are enthusiastic about funding
similar initiatives. 

Pakistan. The quality and effectiveness of
interaction among local actors participating in
LIFE has resulted in local authorities and com-
munity members gaining confidence to pursue
joint solutions to local urban environmental problems. It is now
recommended that LIFE methods be used on a large scale to
introduce UNDP interventions in urban areas, building on the
successes of LIFE in the Urban Sustainable Livelihood
Programme, to which the UNDP country office has committed
some $3 million.

Senegal. LIFE is monitoring the implementation of its six
on-going projects. With the passage of a law to transfer tradi-
tionally central government responsibilities to the region, com-
munes and rural communities in January 1997, LIFE–Senegal’s
strategy for the implementation of phase III will directly sup-
port local authorities in the elaboration of a national strategy.
The national coordinator will be organising discussion work-
shops to promote harmonious partnerships among all levels. 

South Africa. LIFE was initiated in late 1995, and the pro-
ject document is scheduled for completion in April 1997 fol-
lowing the formation of the national selection committee and
the first national consultation in which every province is repre-
sented. For its proposed country plan and projects, LIFE has
received support of $550,000 from the UNDP country office.
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Tanzania. According to Tanzania’s national coordinator:
“Institutionalisation has not taken place, LIFE methodology is
yet to be rooted in many communities. The programme is still
being looked upon as a UNDP Programme.” Although the
widespread success of the programme has evoked requests
from a number of municipalities to participate, “due to limited
resources, especially finance, LIFE is yet to be expanded”. 

On the other hand, LIFE “is an ambitious programme. The
experience gained at the micro level is expected to influence the
macro level (policy-making level). Influencing policy needs
more time. However with LIFE there is no such time, one is
expected to show vivid examples or efforts towards achieving
this goal within two years or so. Probably it will be wise to give
ourselves more time to create enough impact at the micro level,
which will be used to influence policy-making. Policy-making
differs from country to country, thus, depending on the cir-
cumstances specific to a country policy, dialogue may require
more time and more efforts.”

Nevertheless, the impact of the programme to alter the way
people work is already being felt. As the result of a workshop
reviewing the first year of operations in Mwanza, a five-person
committee was elected, “representing NGOs, CBOs, women’s
groups, the media and the local authority”. Among their respon-
sibilities is “forming an umbrella CBO representing other
CBOs at Mwaloni, which will work with the Municipal Council
on issues affecting this community. The umbrella CBO will be
invited to attend some meetings of the Municipal Council and
likewise the Municipal Council will be invited to the CBO’s
meetings.” The “committee started its work immediately and
managed to convince the Regional Authorities to consider the
participation of the community groups on the Regional
Development Committee (RDC). This was accepted and two
members were invited to the RDC meetings. However, due to
recent changes in the country there are no more RDCs. We
hope that another body which will be undertaking the respon-
sibilities of the former RDCs will accommodate the CBO
representatives.”

The journey in Tanzania may be typical of what to expect in
many countries and is indicative of the time, resources and
effort involved before institutionalising and mainstreaming may
begin to take place. Recently the UNDP country office com-
mitted $50,000 to the Tanzania LIFE Programme. 
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Thailand. With a growing history of successful small projects
and collaborative working relations with local authorities, much
current activity is focused on follow up with assistance to local
groups for partnership building. LIFE established its presence
and credibility as a facilitator for urban development projects
through integration with other development works in urban
areas. LIFE also participated in the process to draft the national
urban environment and urban development plans as a part of
Thailand’s Eighth National Economic and Social Development
Plan (1996–2000). And it helped create an urban environment
consortium by coordinating with the League of Municipalities,
NGO Coordinating Committee on Development, urban activ-
ity groups, businesses and slum community development
organisations. This process was carried out by sustained dia-
logue and participatory planning across sectors.

In a spring 1996 visit to project sites, a representative from
the Swedish International Development Agency (Sida) con-
gratulated the LIFE team on local partnership building and
networking. The success of LIFE is promoted through a pub-
lic relations project implemented by Lok Bai Mai (The New
World) Magazine. The chairman of the LIFE National Task
Force was recently elected governor of Bangkok, and policy is
being formulated to develop a partnership between
LIFE–Thailand and the urban authority. Plans for forming the
Thai–LIFE Foundation are also being discussed. 

Although LIFE–Thailand does not have active country level
sources of funds, the programme has been very successful in
leveraging funds from GTZ ($365,000), Asia Pacific 2000
($60,000) and DANCED ($400,000) for additional small grants.
The success of LIFE projects is leading to adoption of its
method as a basis for development planning and implementa-
tion within several Thai government agencies, by the UNDP
country office and within the UN system-wide Capacity
Development Programme.
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A t the country level, the lessons may best be viewed
through two primary categories—the implementation
of small projects and the beginnings of policy dialogue

and scaling up, both of which are essential to long-term institu-
tionalising and mainstreaming of the LIFE cycle. At the
regional and inter-regional levels, the lessons must be viewed in
terms of how they influence country-level effectiveness and
bilateral and multilateral donor co-financing strategies. 

Implementing small projects
Through the successful implementation of small projects, LIFE
has learned many lessons for future application of the pro-
gramme. 

Strengthening institutional capacities of NGOs, CBOs and
local authorities. NGOs and CBOs, as well as local authorities,
require technical assistance in proposal writing, financial
reporting, project development, project management, fund-
raising, group dynamics (especially conflict resolution), negoti-
ation, and governance issues. The most common reasons why a
proposed project was rejected include:
• The project was not technically feasible.
• The group was not strong enough.
• The community was not involved enough.
• No other funding sources were involved.
• The project was too big for LIFE.
LIFE provides technical assistance to NGOs and CBOs for pro-
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posal writing in Egypt, Lebanon and Tanzania; planning for self-
financing in Pakistan; and conflict-resolution training in Jamaica
and Tanzania. It needs to expand these aspects of the pro-
gramme and incorporate more technical assistance into project
development.

Extending the reach. Successful small environmental pro-
jects are often part of larger projects that address related issues.
As intended through the design of the LIFE method, commu-
nities can use the opportunity presented by their involvement
in urban environmental issues to begin to tackle other issues,
such as health education or employment. Project implementa-
tion also provides opportunities to build community problem-
solving skills and develop group dynamics, as evidenced in the
Chamazi project in Tanzania, where a community youth group
and experts from the Ministry of Water solved a water problem
by constructing a water distribution network from the river to
the community centre. Water for domestic use was taken from
the roofs of houses. The Chamazi project also included tree
planting to help preserve the uplands and the river bank and to
sustain the project over time. The youth group acquired basic
skills in group dynamics and project management and learned
the principles of sustainable environmental management.

Another project in Tanzania, the Mwaloni project,
addressed inadequate water supply, lack of latrines, improper
waste collection, pollution and a dangerous marketplace. Under
LIFE support, a CBO and the Mwanza municipal council
joined forces to install a water tap, public latrines, better light-
ing, a security fence and a rubbish collection system for the mar-
ket. To sustain the project, the municipality council will leave
part of the levy and tax funds to the CBOs at Mwaloni for main-
tenance and repair of the marketplace.

Sustaining projects over time. As promoted by the LIFE
coordinator in Colombia, collective pride in one’s environment
is the foundation of sustainable human development. The costs
involved and the commitments necessary to sustain environ-
mental improvements cannot be discounted in assessing the
long-term success of the project. Recognising this, a number of
LIFE projects have incorporated a fee collection to keep the
project going. In the Solid Waste Collection and Recycling pro-
ject in Peshawar, Pakistan, and in a similar project in Tanzania,
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LIFE requires the community to contribute 10 percent of the
cost of the project, ensuring that they are serious about doing it
and making clear that the costs are real. This commitment
enhances their sense of pride and ownership in the project. The
Mwaloni project in Tanzania is proposing that the fees the CBO
needs for maintenance come from the taxes collected by the
municipality. At the same time, LIFE has learned that it can be
difficult to collect in-kind or cash contributions promised by
local authorities or communities.

The Cesspit Emptying Project in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, is
demonstrating that a LIFE project can lead to a feasibility study
that demonstrates to the local authority that a service can be pro-
vided at a recoverable cost. The initial project involved re p a i r i n g
a cesspit emptying truck for community use in an area serv i c i n g
168,000 people. A small increase in fees covered its costs. The
successful collaboration of city government with the local com-
munity to accomplish this led to a feasibility study to extend this
collaborative approach to other areas of the city (box 7.1).

Attracting expanded support. Many LIFE projects will have
an impact much larger than just the local project site because
the programme deals with environmental problems. For exam-
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Sinza Block B is among the areas of Dar es
Salaam City not connected to the central
sewage system, so it must rely on pit latrines
and septic tanks. Because the City Council had
too few emptying tanks, wastewater was over-
flowing around residential areas and nearby
streams, increasing the spread of malaria,
dysentery, and diarrhea. A high water table
exacerbated the problem. Community mem-
bers formed a group to address the overflow,
and the LIFE national selection committee
recommended their project to the City
Council’s Sustainable Dar Project, which
allows for design and implementation collabo-
ration with CBOs and NGOs.

The result? “The Cesspit Emptying
Services” project in Sinza Block B improved
sanitation using environmental education and
community mobilisation. Monthly awareness

meetings and health education campaigns
empowered the community. With support
from LIFE and the City Council, a cesspit
emptying truck was repaired for the commu-
nity’s use. A proposal has been submitted to
the Councilor’s Board to increase citywide ser-
vice charges to cover the costs of repairing the
truck. This is important: if implemented, qual-
ity of service will greatly improve for 168,000
people.

The community of Sinza Block B now has
the experience to influence the planning of
short and long term solutions to sewerage
overflow problems in other areas of the city.
Stakeholders have documented the current
demand for the cesspit emptying services, data
that will strengthen the case for privatizing
these services in other areas, a topic under dis-
cussion with city authorities.

BOX 7.1 Dar es Salaam community finds solution to poor sanitation



ple, the Lake Victoria Project in Tanzania reduces pollution in
its local fisheries and has a positive impact on the communities
directly involved, but its influence extends to thousands of other
people in East Africa who also depend on the lake for their
livelihood. 

Another positive consequence of local initiatives that have a
broader impact is increased financial support for scaling up the
LIFE process and transferring the approach to other non-LIFE
related efforts in a given country. Participation by governments,
donors and private sector firms who have the capacity to pro-
vide financial support to small projects in each country is key to
leveraging parallel funding and country-level support beyond
the cost-sharing inputs by UNDP and its bilateral donor part-
ners. Approximately $7.1 million has been leveraged by UNDP
through cost-sharing from local, national and international
sources. In 1996 UNDP–Pakistan announced a $3.25 million
budget allocation for 1997–99 for the Programme for
Livelihood Improvements in Urban Settlements (PLUS), based
on the LIFE method. In some countries UNDP field offices are
providing additional support. The field office in South Africa
has committed $550,000 for country-level activi-
ties, and the field office in Tanzania $50,000.

In each country, the national coord i n a t o r s ,
along with the resident re p resentatives of UNDP,
work to mobilise local re s o u rces to complement
the global re s o u rces of the LIFE Pro g r a m m e .
Many of the LIFE countries have had success in
accessing funds from the govern m e n t .
LIFE–Colombia has raised $150,000 from the
M i n i s t ry of Environment. LIFE–Brazil has raised
$85,000 from the local government of Niterói, the state govern-
ment of Rio de Janeiro and Unibanco to fund the Shellfis h
P roject. Support has also come from private sector sources. The
National Consultation in Lebanon was sponsored by Byblos
Bank, now funding the production of Lebanon LIFE pamphlets. 

Sparking interest in projects through the media and private
sector participation. Media coverage has been a cost-free form
of promotion for the LIFE Programme and an effective way to
share the LIFE method. In Brazil numerous newspaper articles
and TV news events have led to increased interest from new
communities and support for LIFE.
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LIFE–Brazil is also seeking private sector support by help-
ing to shift the view of small development efforts from ineffi-
cient, unproductive projects that depend on continual support
from outside sources to the view that self-sufficient enterprises
with broad support and a long-term commitment offer invest-
ment opportunities. Community-based organisations are intro-
duced as collective entrepreneurs developing solutions to
environmental problems, while also achieving economic suc-
cess by cutting costs and creating jobs.

Increasing community benefits through technology.
Technology can address social priorities through collaborative
efforts. In Brazil a broad range of technologies used for sanitary
toilets, impermeable cesspools, selective collection of house-
hold and public solid waste and recovery of collapsed water
reservoirs have improved health and sanitation. In Jamaica a
negotiated water supply agreement, which provided technology
to deliver safe drinking water to 109 households, has led to mea-
surable time-savings in water acquisition, improved infant
health and cleanliness and increased confidence in the com-
munity that through their own efforts they can assess their infra-
structure needs and develop plans to meet those needs.
Another community that dug its own trenches and laid its own
pipe cited how this enabled children to have more time to study
because they did not have to fetch water. The same community
is now working together to resolve other problems concerning
their roads and electricity. 

Scaling up the dialogue
In addition to selecting and approving proposals for small pro-
jects, the LIFE national coordinators and the national selection
committees have conducted 199 city, national and provincial
workshops with 3,996 representatives of CBOs, NGOs, local
authorities, national governments and the private sector. There
is ample evidence that LIFE has had a profound influence on
local and national dialogue and collaboration and that its results
have improved urban environmental conditions in almost every
community where the method has been used.

Opening avenues. When CBOs, NGOs, governments and
i n t e rnational agencies first attempt to work together with the
p o o r, women and other marginalised persons, conflict is virt u a l l y
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inevitable due to differing positions and perceptions. Care f u l l y
facilitated dialogue (sometimes long term) can open the avenues
of understanding to make compromise possible. Once coopera-
tive work begins, alliances and partnerships can emerge to help
stave off new conflicts that inevitably arise throughout the
p rocess. LIFE calls this the “LIFE cycle—from Conflict to
C o m p romise to Cooperation to Alliance” (fig u re 7.1).1

Building trust. Local-local dialogue is not only the key to the
successful implementation and sustainability of small projects,
it also builds the trust and collaboration essential to initiating
policy dialogues and scaling up successful efforts. In one munic-
ipality in Jamaica, the mayor was the chief opponent to initial
CBO project efforts, but he has since become the chief propo-
nent for the approach and is adjusting policies to promote and
support CBO initiatives. What brought about the mayor’s trans-
formation? The local-local dialogue.

Disseminating lessons. Lessons and examples from small
projects can be shared by their participants through local-local
dialogues at community, municipal and country levels and
through participation in larger projects focused on related
poverty and environment issues.
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The actors involved in dialogues play unique and comple-
mentary roles. Their relations to each other are an important
factor in the effectiveness of the dialogue that unfolds. In Egypt
too great a gap existed between the various parties involved in
dialogue, and this imbalance stifled cooperation and inhibited
peoples’ willingness to talk. Sometimes CBOs can more effec-
tively hold a dialogue with their local municipal officials than
they can with central government officials on the same subject
without the municipal officials’ presence and participation. But
CBOs cannot speak for municipal officials, and municipal offi-
cials cannot speak for CBOs. All must speak for themselves, be
heard and exchange views. Inclusive dialogue may start from
mistrust and conflict, but it can lead to compromise, coopera-
tion and alliances. Thrashing out mistrusts and apprehensions
among partners is crucial for creating an environment of trust.

Drawing in the private sector. In some countries it is diffi-
cult to enlist the participation of the private sector because its
business people see themselves as separate from the commu-
nity. That merely underscores why the business sector needs to
be oriented to the local-local dialogue, made aware of commu-
nity concerns and initiatives and engaged in social investment.
But there is also much work the community can do to reach out
to the private sector. LIFE participants must help dissolve the
resistance from citizen groups and community organisations
thinking that the private sector exploits its workers and is inter-
ested only in profit. Successful partnerships between the pri-
vate sector and the community—such as two LIFE projects in
Jamaica co-funded by the Jamaican Chamber of Commerce—
must be documented and disseminated at national and inter-
national workshops and meetings.

Exchanging regional and global lessons
Significant progress has been made in working with NGO net-
works and cities’ associations to exchange successful approaches
and innovations. Concern for the urban poor and for finding
practical approaches with broad applicability has characterised
the working relationship of LIFE with its regional and inter-
regional partners.

• Regional and inter-regional workshops and conferences
provide opportunities for sharing LIFE methods and reaching
more institutions, cities and countries than LIFE’s country-
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based approaches could hope to do alone. An estimated 60
countries have regional and global gatherings and exchanges for
ensuring inclusive participation and ownership by all stake-
holders in the process. Dissemination of lessons among LIFE
country programmes and regional partners deepens insights
into the local-local dialogue and how people have benefited
from these activities.

• The technologies that various NGOs and associations use
are secondary to the social relations forged in formulating part-
nerships among local and regional actors. Through new per-
sonal alliances and partnerships, new technologies can be
explored and shared—as in the ACHR project between India
and South Africa. 

• Transfers of methods and technologies are never exact
replications. They require adaptation, moulding, modification
and internalisation by the “importing agent” through its own
local-local dialogues. This was the experience of the MegaCities
Project transfer between Cairo and Manila.

• LIFE national coordinators observe that they benefit and
learn from their regional and inter-regional partners through
interchange of materials and reports and participation in each
other’s activities. Presentations led by LIFE national coordina-
tors at international conferences and workshops, such as the
Habitat II Conference in Istanbul, are interactive participatory
events that draw on the experiences of all conference attendees
to evaluate programmatic structure and processes. During
Habitat II more than 60 people were involved in a full review
of LIFE’s design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation.
No papers were presented at the workshop: the emphasis was
on discussing issues and listening, in the form of a local-local
dialogue. National coordinators gave short presentations on
lessons from the programme, and discussions of the LIFE
method followed. LIFE coordinators have led similar discus-
sions at other international workshops in Canada, Jordan,
Mauritius, Nigeria, the Netherlands and Sweden, to name a
few.

Funding implications for UNDP
M a i n s t reaming of the LIFE Programme in UNDP has alre a d y
begun. A concept paper, based on the LIFE method and experi-
ence, has recently been produced by UNDP at the request of the
a d m i n i s t r a t o r. The paper proposes to increase support for local
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initiatives by improving the access of local actors, both local gov-
e rnment and civil society organisations (CSOs), to bilateral donor
and UNDP core re s o u rces at the country level through a coun-
t ry-based trust fund. The proposal is to establish country tru s t
funds for local governance innovations, especially those dealing
with issues of gender equality and other sustainable human
development objectives. The recommendation is that local,

global and donor country re s o u rces be incorpo-
rated in the trust funds and that UNDP country
o ffices be the fund managers and administrators.

The LIFE experience would serve as the basis
for defining the country-based trust fund. The
trust-fund mechanism would provide integrated
support at two levels: first in financially support-
ing innovations in local governance and manage-
ment, and second in providing support for the
institutionalisation of such innovations through
networking, complementary financing and

administrative and operational support to locally designed pro-
jects. It has been suggested that the 12 pilot countries of the
LIFE Programme could be appropriate places to test the estab-
lishment of a country-based trust fund.

Programming implications for UNDP 
As new LIFE cycles begin and the local-local method is adopted
in other countries, UNDP must remain flexible and adaptive to
the changing needs of member countries (table 7.1). And as par-
ticipatory local governance shifts the balance of power in com-
munities, UNDP must encourage local and municipal
governments to recognise that, while participation leads to
changes in responsibility and ownership, the changes do not
have to be threatening.

The LIFE global learning network can, in a substantive
capacity, help other countries set up programmes. And as inter-
est in LIFE grows, UNDP should help identify entry points for
participatory development projects that focus on other priority
areas for sustainable human development, such as gender
equality and income generation. Algeria, Malawi, Mauritius,
Mongolia and Uganda have expressed interest in starting their
own LIFE Programmes.

In Mongolia the UNDP country office is using the LIFE
method in an urban renewal programme. The country office has
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Table 7.1
The meaning of LIFE for UNDP

UNDP 
focal areas LIFE Programme variables Implications for UNDP

Sustainable Environment is strategic point UNDP should encourage 
human of entry. Improved identification of entr y points 
development environment and quality of for participator y development 
priorities life promotes economic projects in which the poor can 

development. Participation of co-operate with local 
the poor, women and authorities to determine their 
marginalised is essential. development priorities.

Decentralisation Participation leads to UNDP should encourage 
and local ownership and responsibility. governments to recognise that
governance Dialogue is key to although participation shifts 

participation and leads to the balance of power in 
alliances. Local favour of the governed, it does 
participatory governance not have to be confrontational 
empowers community to work if based on the “local-local” 
with local authorities and dialogue approach.
the private sector.

Policy-making Capacity-building empowers UNDP should accelerate the 
local actors. Policy dialogue National Execution approach 
can be based on replicating with its priorities for inclusive 
successful projects. Policy participation as a basis for 
changes can support winning vertical and horizontal policy-
participatory approaches. making.

The programme Document and disseminate UNDP should involve its 
approach successful methods and bilateral donor partners in 

technologies used in regional more regional and cross-
and inter-regional projects. cultural participatory 
Transfer best practices of programming to encourage 
NGOs, CBOs and municipal networking and disseminate 
authorities through cities findings.
associations. Shift focus of 
global technical support from 
management and evaluation 
to teaching and interchange. 

Co-financing Donor participation in UNDP should publish its 
leveraged funding can lessons learned on 
multiply the impact of funds. co-financing and policy 
Local actors are effective and reforms needed to increase 
efficient when provided with the use of parallel financing 
capacity. and trust fund modalities.

Source: UNDP.



mobilised more than a million dollars to cover programme
costs, with an initiating mission in June 1997. The national coor-
dinators of Kyrgyzstan and Pakistan will assist Mongolia in the
start-up phase and continue in a regional partnership through-
out the programme. 

In Uganda the UNDP country office is reviewing LIFE
methods and guidelines, and an initiating mission is scheduled
for late 1997. The national coordinator of Tanzania will be work-
ing with Uganda on programme implementation.

Note
1. The LIFE Cycle was originally articulated by the LIFE

Coordinator in Thailand, Sompong Patpui.
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LIFE is a small pilot programme with modest funding for
an extensive effort. By almost any criterion, the pro-
gramme has been very efficient and delivered good value

for the money invested. National selection committees have
been established in each of the participating countries, and
through a process of national consultations and workshops, the
programme has initiated a series of dialogues at various levels
and provided funds to numerous small projects. 

The programme has demonstrated how participatory local
governance leads to successful community-based initiatives for
improving urban environmental conditions. Its success has
prompted requests from other countries, communities and
NGOs to participate in the programme. While most of the
impact of the programme has been limited to the “host” insti-
tutions with which it has been working most closely, signs of
institutionalisation and mainstreaming have emerged within
UNDP offices, the grant-receiving NGOs and CBOs, bilateral
donors, other UN agencies and—to a lesser extent—in local and
regional governments.

The challenges
LIFE was set up as a “pilot” initiative to test the validity of the
process of participatory local governance in tackling develop-
ment issues. Given the success of the programme, the LIFE
method and process should be scaled up by UNDP and other
international agencies and adopted by local and national gov-
ernments. Although it is still too soon for complete institution-
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alisation, the results show a level of success that suggests that
governments and donors ought to be internalising the process.
The final “upstream” stage of the method is designed to encour-
age governments and donors to do just that. But several ques-
tions must be addressed before mainstreaming and
institutionalisation can be fully achieved. To successfully com-
plete phase III and establish the LIFE Global Laboratory, six
challenges need to be analysed and responded to.

How to turn micro interventions into macro-policy impact.
National coordinators and national selection committees must
formulate effective strategies to influence the policy thinking in
each country. Although the method indicates that the national
selection committee will be responsible for propagating and
publicising the LIFE process, the exact procedures for how to
disseminate the method have been left open for each country
to develop. The difficulty with this is that the members of the
committees, and indeed the national coordinators, were chosen
largely for their ability to intervene and act on local projects.

Although the committees usually have govern-
ment representation, there is generally a lack of
policy-making experience and expertise in each
of the country organisations.

How to move from a globally independent pro-
gramme to appropriate national legal forms.
Though each country programme has had the
acceptance and participation of local and national
governments, LIFE should not be introduced as
a “government” programme, since this would

make some actors reluctant to participate. For the same reason,
LIFE cannot be instituted as a private sector or NGO pro-
gramme. The programme is therefore designed independently
but under the umbrella of UNDP to give it credibility to get off
the ground. Although this has worked, it can only be a tempo-
rary state and the programme must become genuinely nation-
alised. True, there are the beginnings of a trust fund in some
countries, but more work needs to be done to get the pro-
gramme funded at the national level. In the longer term, it will
be the process rather than the programme that will be inter-
nalised by governments, donors and implementing agencies.
But given the current time frame of the programme, steps to
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internalise the process must be taken now. The national con-
sultations seem to have been designed as one-time events to
introduce and initiate the programme: clearly, they could also
serve as vehicles to transfer the lessons and to develop policy.

How to translate community-based initiatives into eff e c t i v e
f o rms of governance. An important objective of the programme is
to empower the urban poor by giving them a greater say in iden-
tifying issues, resolving problems and managing their affairs. As
long as the programme is operating in a few communities, the
impact and implications for the city and the country
at large remain marginal. But as the LIFE local-
local method expands and influences policy-mak-
ing in hundreds of communities, empowerm e n t
will become a major issue, particularly for local gov-
e rnment authorities. Although local govern m e n t s
a re re p resented on the national selection commit-
tee, the programme needs to address the issue of
g o v e rnance from the beginning and stress the
strategic links that will make the jobs of local authorities easier in
p a rtnership—for example, shared financing, augmented technol-
o g y, better communication networks and shared responsibility for
monitoring and repair of projects. The challenge remains to intro-
duce LIFE as a new cooperative process rather than a re p l a c e-
ment or substitute for local government authorities.

How to ensure quality leadership within local NGOs and
CBOs. The LIFE method and process depend heavily on local
CBOs and NGOs for the selection and implementation of pro-
jects in partnership with local governments. As such, the nature
and direction of the projects—and there f o re the viability and suc-
cess of the LIFE Pro g r a m m e — a re to a large extent a function of
the character, strength and leadership of the local NGOs and
CBOs. Inevitably, the leadership of these organisations is re l a t e d
to the local power stru c t u res, from which they draw support and
often legitimacy. In situations where the leadership of local CBOs
and NGOs is dominated by autocratic leaders, there is a negative
impact on some aspects of the LIFE projects, even though they
may be “successfully” completed. The challenge remains to buoy
the support and active participation of CBOs and NGOs while
ensuring that their influence and leadership is in keeping with the
goals and spirit of LIFE.
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How to transform random micro “policy experiments” into
systematised geographical extension. The process of expanding
the programme needs to be more systematic. At present there
appears to be no consensus or criteria for selecting regions,
cities or even localities for the national programmes. Nor are
there guidelines that could help national coordinators discern
the advantages and the disadvantages of concentrating the pro-
gramme versus spreading it out nationally—each of them
appears to be exploring and setting its own criteria. LIFE’s
decentralised structure encourages each national selection
committee to design a system for expanding the programme
that works best given each country’s particular needs. But there
must be more data and documentation on expansion strategies
that have succeeded or failed. The challenge of establishing
country-level monitoring and documentation remains.

How to enlarge the focus from “what to do” to “how to do
it.” Mainstreaming and expanding the programme involves
striking a balance between what is feasible nationally, in terms
of political and social constraints, and what is required to meet
global guidelines that ensure that the projects are in keeping
with the true spirit of the LIFE Programme. To that end, the

guidelines may need to focus more on “how to”
rather than “what to” do. Guidelines should indi-
cate how each country must develop criteria—
and have a system to evaluate those criteria—for
deciding how the programme evolves and
expands within national borders. Guidelines
should show how to identify key proponents in
the many institutions of each country to act as
entry points for promoting inclusive consulta-
tions. The challenge here is to provide enough
specific information and guidance to steer

national coordinators and their teams through the LIFE
process, while simultaneously allowing latitude for country-spe-
cific adaptation and interpretation.

How to shift from methodological review to rigorous evalu-
ation of impact analysis. An important challenge to the pro-
gramme is to develop a more rigorous system for evaluating
projects. This means getting a better understanding of the base-
line conditions in the communities. Assessments need to be
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made of the relative status of a project in a community. Are
LIFE projects given priority, and how are they evaluated by the
community? LIFE is a programme based on human interaction
and participatory local governance, and the measure of its suc-
cess is more qualitative than quantitative. But it is still essential
to have data as a base-line measure of a project’s impact and an
indicator to assess whether the programme achieved its
objectives. 

These are significant challenges to be answered by the LIFE
cycle as it unfolds in phase III. But the LIFE Programme,
which heralds a sea-change in policy thinking and in methods
of local governance by enlisting all members of a community in
a participatory process, is designed to meet them. 

Recommendations for the method
• Increase the emphasis on the LIFE process and approach

as objectives in themselves for NGOs, CBOs and local govern-
ments rather than as a means to obtaining LIFE grants.

• Broaden the involvement of local and national govern-
ment and private sector representatives in consultations, selec-
tion committees and reviews.

• Increase the dissemination of method and programme
results, both within and beyond the pilot countries and partici-
pating institutions.

• Scale up activities that influence donor and bilateral agen-
cies to adopt LIFE–like approaches as a vehicle for leveraging
increased parallel financing and country inputs.

• Mainstream the programme by promoting national and
international policy dialogue workshops based on LIFE
experiences.

Recommendations for project impact
• Continue the existing programme to maintain momen-

tum and to increase credibility in the 12 pilot countries and at
the regional and inter-regional levels.

• Make more judicious and inventive use of the small grants
component to encourage more organisations and institutions to
adopt and institutionalise LIFE–like approaches and processes.

• I n c rease the emphasis by national and local government on
decentralisation of local governance functions to communities.

• Increase the empowerment and self-sufficiency of
selected CBOs by helping them become legal entities.
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• Strengthen the emphasis on human resource develop-
ment and capacity building, especially within CBOs and local
governments, to enable community members to perform their
new tasks and fulfill their responsibilities.

• Ensure objective evaluations, ample documentation, reli-
able dissemination and adequate access to the results of small
projects by using publicity mechanisms to educate people about
the programme. 

Phase III: 1997–2000
As a pioneer for an approach to sustainable human develop-
ment that is effective, close-to-the-ground, inclusive and par-
ticipatory, the LIFE Programme sees three primary tasks for
phase III: institutionalising, mainstreaming and scaling up.

Institutionalising. To increase the credibility and sustain-
ability of the projects, the LIFE Programme at the municipal
and country levels must identify the appropriate legal forms for
the programme in each country. NGOs and CBOs need help
with fiscal management and capacity building to augment their
involvement with LIFE. Small projects can also be made sus-
tainable, and the local-local dialogue can be institutionalised.

Mainstreaming. The LIFE method of local-local dialogue
must be showcased at national, regional, inter-regional and
international gatherings for donors, governments, NGOs and
others engaged in development. To do this, LIFE must apply
creative, user-friendly methods for evaluating and document-
ing its projects. And to improve opportunities for the transfer
of successful case studies, the programme needs to opera-
tionalise feedback at the national and regional levels, linking
local activities with national policy-making and regional net-
works. Increased public relations, environmental awareness
campaigns that draw on the LIFE experiences, visits by gov-
ernment and donor representatives to project sites, and
exchanges among national coordinators, implementors, or pro-
ject recipients should all be considered. 

Scaling up. The long-term goal of the LIFE Programme is
to bring about fundamental reform in the social and economic
systems of developing countries through a new vision of part-
nership between government and civil society. By replicating
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successful small projects and institutionalising the dialogue and
collaborative process, LIFE can affect change in local gover-
nance and influence macro-policy formulation. By increasing
private sector participation in local-local dialogue and repre-
sentation on the national selection committees, combined pub-
lic-private commitments to environmental initiatives will foster
a stronger and more resilient community.

Phase III objectives and activities
Over the next three years the LIFE Programme in each pilot
c o u n t ry will focus on consolidating local, national, regional and
i n t e r- regional eff o rts to support dialogue and
action to improve the urban environment and will
oversee the evaluation of the small projects using
a part i c i p a t o ry evaluation method (a
Methodological Note on Part i c i p a t o ry Evaluation
is available). The lessons from all these pro j e c t s
will support policy dialogue, scaling up of pro j e c t s ,
replication of successful models and transferr i n g
of successful approaches to finding local solutions
to local problems. In addition, each LIFE country
p rogramme will document country-level experi-
ences in preparation for sharing the LIFE methodology and
experience with CBOs, NGOs and local authorities in other
countries to expand the impact. 

The regional and inter-regional emphasis will be on dissem-
inating lessons and mainstreaming the process. NGO networks,
cities associations and international agencies will share infor-
mation on projects. There will be regional and inter-regional
workshops for UNDP offices and donors—and other work-
shops for local and national actors in countries beyond those
originally involved in the LIFE Programme. 

The emphasis for global technical support will be to ensure
rigorous analysis and evaluation efforts—and to oversee pro-
duction of quality documentation (videos, slide shows, trans-
parencies, CD-ROMs, global internet website) and published
materials such as manuals on “Conducting Local-Local
Dialogue” and on how to set up training events in the
“Technologies of Participation”. The LIFE approach will be
disseminated and mainstreamed throughout UNDP and the
bilateral and multilateral donor organisations—and at the
Global Advisory Committee workshops.
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A global learning laboratory
The success of the LIFE Programme will be measured by the
extent to which the method and projects take on appropriate
institutional forms in the countries where LIFE operates—and
by its influence on policy at the community, municipal, national,
regional, inter-regional and global levels. This ambitious task
proposes to change what is done, who does it, and how it is done
when addressing urban environmental improvements. This will
require intensive follow-through on mainstreaming efforts
within UNDP. Bilateral donors also must encourage others in
the development community to use the LIFE Programme
approach.

In 2000 the LIFE Programme as conceived will be com-
pleted, and the methods and materials essential to its continu-
ation will be accessible by every country—so that local
authorities, CBOs, NGOs, cities’ associations and bilateral and
multilateral donors can develop the LIFE process in a commu-
nity. In the 12 pilot countries, the LIFE Programme will con-
tinue to serve as a global laboratory for future development
efforts—a practical repository for both method and practice to
be applied to any community enterprise. 
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bangladeshAfter a highly successful initiating mission, the LIFE Programme was delayed due to instabili-
ties within Bangladesh. Following negotiations with the Bangladeshi government in 1996, the
LIFE Programme selected a national coordinator and will begin reviewing project proposals by
late spring 1997. LIFE is collaborating on health-related projects with the World Health
Organisation (WHO) Healthy Cities Programme. Bangladesh’s population is expected to grow
6.6 percent by 2020, increasing to 245 million from the current 123 million. The city of
Dhaka alone is expected to grow to 11 million by 2020. With poverty rates and population
density among the world’s highest, Bangladesh will face extensive urban environmental chal-
lenges in the next decade.

LIFE initiating mission April 1995

National coordinator Ms. Tanzina Haque Hossain
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brazilThe LIFE Programme has been operating in Brazil since its national consultation in 1993.
Since then LIFE has funded nine projects in four cities, choosing those from a pool of 57
proposals submitted by joint ventures of NGOs, CBOs and local governments. 

Four of the approved projects were funded by investors, rather than by donors. This is
partly because LIFE-Brazil adopts an entrepreneurial style towards its projects, which it
defines as community enterprises. Many new cities are interested in the programme, and
private sector support is growing because the CBOs engaged in LIFE are seen as social entre-
preneurs who are reinventing development. Investment in their efforts is thus considered
venture capital. 

LIFE-Brazil now needs to learn the techniques to rigorously evaluate its projects, to pack-
age and advertise its assessments and to disseminate its results. To date, four projects have
been documented using audio-visual presentations and computer slide shows. And a number
of workshops with NGOs, CBOs and local authorities have been held to share lessons
learned. But the programme would also like to develop maps, spreadsheets, internet web
sites, video and CD-ROM presentations to further disseminate lessons learned and best
practices.

LIFE initiating mission December 1993

National coordinator Mr. Ricardo Neves
Recruited January 1993
Background NGO
Location Institute of Technology for the Citizen in Rio (NGO)

National consultation March 1993
Participants 60
Priorities Strengthen civil society organisations (NGOs, CBOs)

National selection committee
Composition NGO–2; CBO–1; LA–1; private sector–0; national government–2; 

UNDP–1; academic–1
Men–4; women–4

Local support committees Yes. In two cities, for project identification.
Subcommittees No.

Small-scale projects
Geographic focus Greater Rio metropolitan area and three other cities
Number of cities 4
Selection criteria Proposals must represent a joint venture of at least one civil 

society organisation (NGO, CBO) and a local government.  Local 
governments are not eligible to receive grants.

Proposals/Approved/Funded 57 / 9 / 9
Ongoing/Completed/Evaluation 3 / 4 / 4

Dialogue workshops
Number Municipal–8; national–1
Participants 12 to 40 for each municipal; 60 in national
Subjects LIFE methodology; LIFE par ticipatory process

Publicity
Mentions 100+ in TV, radio, newspaper
Videos Mussels Community Centre Association
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colombiaLIFE–Colombia decided during its national consultation to concentrate operations initially in
Cartagena City. The National Selection Committee reviewed thirteen projects and selected
five. The mayor of Cartagena has now included LIFE in his 1997 budget. 

Introducing the LIFE process and the concept of sustainable human development has
been more important than the actual projects in some instances because poverty, criminal
activity and civil unrest have created vast imbalances in communities. LIFE introduces a cul-
ture of par ticipation, consultation, collaboration and trust which have been desperately lack-
ing for many Colombians. LIFE projects focus on environmental education as a means for
social participation with particular attention to involving women, the poor and marginalised
members of communities. 

A campaign to educate the private sector about LIFE projects is also under way. The princi-
pal challenge remains to strengthen local capacities for par tnership, for example, giving CBOs
the legal status necessary to receive government funds. The programme also needs additional
educational workshops on capacity-building, database configuration and project evaluation.

LIFE initiating mission March 1995

National coordinator Ms. Zaida Salas Franco
Recruited December 1995 
Background NGO
Location NGO, Cartagena

National consultation March 1996, Cartagena
Par ticipants 30
Priorities Water and sanitation; waste management; environmental educa-

tion; construction and rehabilitation of roads; channels
National selection committee
Composition NGO–3; CBO–3; LA–1; private sector–1; national government–1; 

UNDP–0; academic–0
Men–6; women–3

Local support committees Yes. In neighbourhoods of the city.
Subcommittees No.

Small-scale projects
Geographic focus Car tagena City
Number of cities 1
Selection criteria Coverage (number of people); sustainability

Proposals/Approved/Funded 13 / 10 / 4 (the non-funded are being negotiated)
Ongoing/Completed/Evaluation 5 / 0 / 0

Dialogue workshops
Number Community–48; municipal–14; national–4
Par ticipants 1,000 community; 42 municipal; 8 national 
Subjects LIFE Programme; methodology; process; environmental problems;

SHD 

Publicity
Mentions TV–0; radio–2; newspaper–6
Videos Opinions and experiences of communities
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egyptLIFE–Egypt has successfully initiated three projects: public latrines in suburban Cairo, ear th-
quake refugee aid in Ein Helwan, and solid-waste recycling in Beni Suef.  LIFE and MegaCities
have collaborated to transfer from Cairo to Manila an income-generating recycling system for
the solid waste project. Another major accomplishment is the collaboration with IULA/RAED
on a newsletter that reaches 13 countries in the Arab States and North Africa and collabora-
tion on a major regional workshop in the Near East called Developing  Environmental
Leadership (DELTA). LIFE–Egypt has par ticipated in two global workshops and is looking for
new ways to coordinate with international environmental organisations.

The main challenges are lack of funds and a great need for capacity-building of the rela-
tively weak NGOs and CBOs.  Another key issue is that dialogue between the municipalities
and the government has been difficult: dialogue can be used as a tool, but it does not neces-
sarily lead to partnerships.  Access to power is necessary in order to enter a par tnership but
par tnerships are usually temporary alliances in Egypt—and temporary arrangements hinder
many projects from creating lasting institutional change.

LIFE initiating mission March/April 1993

National coordinator Dr. Emad Adly
Recruited March 1992
Background NGO
Location Arab Office of Youth for Environment (NGO), Cairo

National consultation October 1993, Suez
Participants 93
Priorities Waste management; environmental education; community 

mobilisation; enforcing regulatory measures

National selection committee
Composition NGO–4; CBO–1; LA–3; private sector–1; national 

government–3; UNDP–2; academic–2; donors–1
Men–7; women–9

Local support committees Yes. For project preparation.
Subcommittees Ad-hoc technical committee to review projects.

Small-scale projects
Geographic focus Four governorates: Cairo, Alexandria, Beni Seuf, Suez
Number of cities 2 (Cairo & Beni Seuf)
Selection criteria Capabilities of the organisation; project framework; inputs; 

implementation mechanisms; outputs

Proposals/Approved/Funded 34 / 4 / 4
Ongoing/Completed/Evaluation 4 / 3 / 2

Dialogue workshops
Number Community–91; municipal–2; provincial–42; national–4
Participants 800 community; 40 municipal; 389 provincial; 224 national
Subjects LIFE Programme, process; project preparation; technical 

assistance; par ticipatory experience

Publicity
Mentions TV–2; radio–0; newspaper–6
Videos “The Egyptian Partnership in Urban Development” (Brochure) 
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jamaicaLIFE–Jamaica has funded 19 projects located in 10 of its 14 parishes. Projects focus on
potable water, sanitation, recycling and playground construction. Five LIFE seminars have
been held to educate the government and the general public on the value and use of double-
vented pit latrines, sanitation, recycling and other environmental issues. LIFE is currently
working with 15 community groups to facilitate dialogue, promote partnerships and address
the legal and fiscal status of CBOs. Through local-local dialogue, wary and doubtful partici-
pants have become strong advocates and partners in solving problems and accomplishing
objectives.

The principal challenge is sustaining the gains made through project accomplishments.
Tension between participants arises in disputes over the legal system and how it helps sus-
tain the projects. Communities have major concerns about land tenure and access to ser-
vices. Another big challenge is using the methodology in new areas with new institutions. At
the moment, most Jamaican institutions are not used to meeting the needs of the poor, let
alone taking them into their confidence and listening to them. A strategy is needed to facili-
tate cooperation with local government without threatening the existing power structures.

LIFE initiating mission November 1992

National coordinator Ms. Marcia Hextal
Recruited March 1994
Background NGO
Location United Way of Jamaica (NGO), Kingston

National consultation April 1993
Participants 80
Priorities Waste management; hazard-prone areas; environment in urban 

planning

National selection committee
Composition NGO–7; CBO–1; LA–1; private sector–1; national government–3; 

UNDP–1; academic–0; donors–3
Men–9; women–10

Local support committees No.
Subcommittees Yes. Project review (same as executive committee).

Small-scale projects
Geographic focus Falmouth, St. Ann’s Bay, May Pen, Spanish Town, Kingston
Number of cities 9
Selection criteria Sustainability; organisational support; financial contribution; 

participation

Proposals/Approved/Funded 60/ 19 / 19
Ongoing/Completed/Evaluation 16 / 0 / 0

Dialogue workshops
Number Community–18; municipal–2; national–2; + parish
Participants 980 combined (not including parish workshops)
Subjects Community development; information on LIFE; double-vented pit 

latrines
Publicity
Mentions TV–3; radio–4; newspaper–3
Videos Spring cleaning; Water is LIFE; St. Mary environmental seminar—

A Cleaner Port Maria
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kyrgyzstanLIFE–Kyrgyzstan began in 1995 and is currently working in two cities—Bishkek and Osh. The
mayor of Osh has been involved in LIFE and two National Selection Committee members are
on the Kyrgyzstan Official Commission for Sustainable Human Development. LIFE received
over 50 proposals for projects. Six projects have been funded. Many letters have been sent to
state officials to make them aware of the LIFE Programme and to focus their attention on
environmental and SHD issues. It is difficult to involve the private sector because it is too
small and undeveloped, having just emerged from a highly centralised state-controlled econ-
omy.

There is a startling absence of dialogue at the community level among NGOs, CBOs and
local authorities. Support for the projects is often weak because many NGOs are reluctant to
work with municipalities. Also, there is no clear understanding of the concept of urban environ-
mental protection.  The national coordinator is networking to promote LIFE methods and make
them part of Kyrgyzstan’s long-term objectives. This programme needs funds to publicize
successful project examples based on local-local dialogue and the partnership approach.
Such publicity would motivate the NSC and stimulate public interest and commitment to the
projects.

LIFE initiating mission August 1995

National coordinator Mr. Bakyt Besimov
Recruited September 1995
Background University Dean
Location Osh State University, Osh

National consultation October 1995
Participants 80
Priorities Water and sanitation; waste management—air, water, pollution; 

hazard-prone areas; environmental health; income generation;
environmental education; environment in urban planning

National selection committee
Composition NGO–4; CBO–2; LA–4; private-sector–0; national government–1; 

UNDP–1; academic–1; donors–0
Men–8; women–3

Local support committees No.
Subcommittees Yes. Project selection.

Small-scale projects
Geographic focus Bishkek and Osh
Number of cities 2
Selection criteria Sustainability; organisational support; financial contribution; 

par ticipation

Proposals/Approved/Funded 26 / 6 / 6
Ongoing/Completed/Evaluation 6 / 0 / 0

Dialogue workshops
Number Community–5; municipal–7; provincial–6; national–1
Participants 60 community; 100 municipal; 43 provincial; 80 national
Subjects LIFE objectives, process, project criteria

Publicity
Mentions TV; radio; newspaper 
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lebanonSince LIFE–Lebanon began in October 1995, there has been a national workshop and 15
project proposals submitted to the National Selection Committee. Two were chosen—one
each in Becharre and Hammana. The two projects have been successful beyond all expecta-
tions, and scaling-up and replication have begun ahead of schedule. Both projects deal with
solid waste management through a process that starts with the sor ting of household waste
and ends with the sale of recycled materials. The sales generate income for the community. 

Solid waste management has reached crisis proportions in Lebanon and is one of the
government’s top priorities. The National Selection Committee meets biweekly and is very
active in all phases of project implementation. Each project has a committee to mobilise
funds for sustaining and maintaining the project. LIFE has been particularly welcomed by local
authorities who have little means of delivering services or meeting the needs of their commu-
nities after years of invasion, war and devastation. 

There is an interest in direct donor funding for LIFE overhead costs, but no mechanism
exits for this under the current Lebanese legal structure. There are also many communities in
great need that would like to utilise the LIFE Programme, but cannot find matching funds.
LIFE–Lebanon must explore institutional forms for long-term commitments that circumvent the
problem of securing funds for overhead costs; it must also start to receive project proposals
at the rate of five per month and become more productive in the project selection process.

LIFE initiating mission 1995

National coordinator Ms. Brigitte Kheir Keirouz
Recruited September 1995 
Background NGO
Location UNDP Office, Beirut

National consultation November 1995
Participants 110
Priorities Water and sanitation; waste management—air, water pollution; 

environmental education; city greening
National selection committee
Composition NGO–2; CBO–0; LA–2; private sector–2; national government–2; 

UNDP–2; academic–2
Men–8; women–4

Local support committees Yes. To design and run each project.
Subcommittees No.

Small-scale projects
Geographic focus Whole country
Number of cities 2
Selection criteria Matching funds; inclusion of local authority; committee of actors

Proposals/Approved/Funded 15 / 2 / 1
Ongoing/Completed/Evaluation 2 / 0 / 0

Dialogue workshops
Number Only national consultation
Participants 110
Subjects LIFE priorities

Publicity
Mentions TV–7; radio–1; newspaper–5
Videos LIFE in Lebanon
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pakistanLIFE is well established in Pakistan with 21 small-scale projects funded and under way.
Projects address urban sanitation, recycling, solid waste management and environmental
education issues and include innovative initiatives such as giving a grant to an Urdu newslet-
ter to publicise LIFE’s activities and leaders. LIFE–Pakistan is being scaled up as a result of a
US$3.25 million commitment for the Programme for Livelihood Improvement in Urban
Settlements (PLUS), which will expand the mandate beyond the environment to include many
problems confronting the urban poor. PLUS will comprise three medium-sized cities (up to 3
million population). The LIFE–PLUS partnership raises mainstreaming issues of whether LIFE
should be absorbed by or independent from emerging programmes. NGOs play a significant
role in managing projects: although they do not conduct project evaluations, NGO’s are
responsible for overseeing documentation and evaluation costs (by line-item expense).
Concerns have arisen over how to coordinate activities between LIFE, PLUS and GEF, a small
grants programme. 

LIFE initiating mission May 1993

National coordinator Mr. Fayyaz Baquir
Recruited August 1993
Background NGO
Location UNDP Islamabad

National consultation September 1993
Participants 43
Priorities Not discussed

National selection committee
Composition NGO–3; CBO–2; LA–0; private sector–1; national government–2; 

UNDP–1; academic–1
Men–5; women–5

Local support committees No.
Subcommittees No.

Small-scale projects
Geographic focus Not discussed at national consultation
Number of cities 10
Selection criteria Track record; community trust; professional capacity; well-defined 

objectives; target group; community involvement; monitoring and 
evaluation

Proposals/Approved/Funded 70 / 23 / 21
Ongoing/Completed/Evaluation 14 / 7 / 0

Dialogue workshops
Number 10 provincial; 2 national 
Participants 295 provincial; 113 national
Subjects Environmental Who’s Who; introduce LIFE; identify project 

proposals; areas for future collaboration

Publicity
Mentions TV; radio–11; newspaper–various
Videos “Effective Urban Waste Management”; “Social Waste

Management”
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senegalLIFE–Senegal has six projects underway and is moblilising resources for project support. The
National Selection Committee approved sanitation, aqueduct, potable water and waste man-
agement projects. The Programme also provides courses on horse medical care for the waste-
cart horses. LIFE–Senegal learned that CBOs are the more motivated partners in LIFE
activities—compared with NGOs—because they are directly impacted by the projects. Other
significant lessons learned are that community financial participation is possible, even in the
poorest communities, and that the suspicion and mistrust that community members held
towards local authorities was assuaged through local-local dialogue and the partnership
approach. 

CBOs need increased technical assistance, especially in project formulation. Efforts to
strengthen CBO capacity are constrained by lack of funds and the relative absence of NGOs
that can work with CBOs out of Dakar. For the future a national strategy must be developed to
guide local authorities involved in LIFE projects and to ensure successful implementation of
the projects already funded. 

LIFE initiating mission January 1993

National coordinator Mr. Bachir Gaye
Recruited July 1994
Background Central government
Location CONGAD (NGO) in Dakar

National consultation November 1994
Participants 100
Priorities Water and sanitation; water management—air, water, pollution; 

hazard-prone areas; environmental health; income generation; 
environmental education; environment in urban planning

National selection committee
Composition NGO–3; CBO–3; LA–3; private sector; national government–6; 

UNDP–2; academic–1; association of engineers–1
Men–19; women–3

Local support committees No.
Subcommittees No.

Small-scale projects
Geographic focus All cities
Number of cities 7
Selection criteria Sustainability; organisational support; financial contribution; 

participation

Proposals/Approved/Funded 16 / 8 / 4
Ongoing/Completed/Evaluation 6 / 0 / 0

Dialogue workshops
Number Community–9; municipal–11; provincial–5; national–5
Participants 270 community; 220 municipal; 75 provincial; 150 national
Subjects LIFE objectives and process; identification of environmental

problems and priorities; roles of actors

Publicity
Mentions TV; radio; newspaper–4
Videos LIFE projects (under preparation)
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south africaLIFE–South Africa is in its initial stage: it is organising its National Selection Committee follow-
ing its first national workshop. Due to a long gap between the first initiating mission and the
recruitment of the national coordinator, the programme was delayed. A national consultation
involving representatives from all the provinces was held in February 1997 as a means to
establish connections.

The issue of the programme’s legal status under South Africa’s laws must be resolved, as
banks will only open accounts for legally constituted organisations. LIFE–South Africa will have
to do some institutionalising before it can put its methodologies to practice.

LIFE initiating mission  November 1995      

National coordinator Mr. Solomon Gumbi      
Recruited  August 1996      
Background NGO      
Location Mvula Trust, Pretoria

National consultation February 1997
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tanzaniaLIFE–Tanzania has funded 16 projects, 7 of which have been completed. Projects are located
in Dar es Salaam, Mwanza and Zanzibar. In working with on-going projects, LIFE–Tanzania
learned that it is important to monitor project progress, train groups in management and
participatory skills and help groups to continuously reassess their strategies and priorities to
focus on programme objectives. It is critical to mobilise resources by getting local authorities
to contribute expertise and to encourage donor visits to project sites. The programme is refin-
ing its process for project selection and its methods of project evaluation to ensure that pro-
jects meet community needs.

LIFE–Tanzania’s main challenges are resource mobilisation and the low capacity of local
actors.  The urban poor need to build skills and be trained in management  The next phase of
LIFE must empower local civic groups to keep their environmental development plans as local
initiatives when they form par tnerships with local authorities.

LIFE initiating mission January 1993

National coordinator Ms. Mary Kibogoya
Recruited 1994
Background Central government
Location Office with Africa 2000, Dar es Salaam

National consultation May 1993
Participants 80
Priorities Water and sanitation; waste management; hazard-prone areas; 

income generation; environment in urban planning

National selection committee
Composition NGO–4; CBO–2; LA–1; private sector–1; national government–2; 

UNDP–1; academic–2; Africa 2000–1
Men–10; women–4

Local support committees No.
Subcommittees Yes, in Mwanza and Zanzibar.

Small-scale projects
Geographic focus 3 municipalities—Dar es Salaam, Zanzibar, Mwanza.
Number of cities 3
Selection criteria Focus on unplanned settlements and informal sector; LIFE 

priorities; self-help and multi-actor

Proposals/Approved/Funded 64 / 17 / 16
Ongoing/Completed/Evaluation 9 / 7 / 0

Dialogue workshops
Number Community-10; municipal-3; national-2
Participants 10–50 community; 20–40 municipal; 30–80 national
Subjects Briefing on LIFE; community par ticipation; partnerships; project 

formulation; group dynamics.

Publicity
Mentions TV–3; radio–4; newspaper–2 
Videos “LIFE–supported Activities”; brochures on activities and case 

studies
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thailandLIFE–Thailand has 29 projects in 21 cities. The LIFE methodology has been accepted by com-
munities and local authorities and is used extensively in municipalities. Phase II used the
outstanding successful projects from phase I as models to disseminate throughout the coun-
try. At the end of phase II, the replication of these successes generated a demand for political
reform to support an extensive scaling up and expansion process. The new governor of
Bangkok was the former chairman of the LIFE National Selection Committee and he plans to
transfer LIFE methodologies to every community in Bangkok. In addition, the UN Collaborative
Action Plan for Thailand (UNCAP) is in place and represents the major component of main-
streaming LIFE methodologies in the development community.

The rapid adoption of the LIFE process by actors in major urban centres and in the UN
development community makes its future somewhat unclear. Questions of the future role of
LIFE and its institutionalisation are currently being discussed and debated. One significant
problem has been that LIFE has gone beyond its original mandate, taken on new responsibili-
ties and created a work overload.  Regionalising its operations may ease LIFE’s overburdened
programme.

LIFE initiating mission April 1993

National coordinator Mr. Sompong Patpui
Recruited 1993
Background NGO
Location The Grassroots Development Institute (NGO), Bangkok

National consultation May 1993
Participants 45
Priorities Water and sanitation; waste management—air, water pollution; 

environmental health and education; environment in urban plan-
ning; conservation

National selection committee
Composition NGO–6; CBO–1; LA–1; private sector–1; national government–5; 

UNDP–1; academic–1; DANCED–1
Men–11; women–6

Local support committees Yes. In regions.
Subcommittees No.

Small-scale projects
Geographic focus Country-wide
Number of cities 21
Selection criteria Seriousness; water resources; project impact; sustainability

Proposals/Approved/Funded 0 / 35 / 29
Ongoing/Completed/Evaluation 29 / 11 / 0

Dialogue workshops
Number Community–2 per month; municipal–3 per month; provincial–2 per

year; national–3 per year
Participants 20 community; 10 municipal; 30 provincial; 12 national
Subjects Work solutions; facilitate support; coordination; policy

Publicity
Mentions TV; radio; newspaper
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LIFE
Local Initiative Facility for Urban Environent

INT/92/017/A/01/31

Country:

Project Proposal and Summary

Project No.:
(To be assigned by UNDP)

Project Summary

Name of organisation seeking award:
Mailing address:
Street address:

Telephone number:
Fax number:
Principal officer(s):
Contact for this application:

(Name and position)

Previous awards received under the LIFE Programme (if any):
Project no.:
Name or title of project:
Amount received:

(Local currency) (US$ equivalent)

Description
Name or title of proposed project:

Location of project:

Starting date: Duration:

Project goals or objectives: 

Activities to be carried out under project:

Project participants and/or beneficiaries:

Anticipated results of project:

Sample grant application
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Finances
Estimated total project cost:

(Local currency) (US$ equivalent)

Amount requested from the LIFE Programme:
(Local currency) (US$ equivalent)

Recipient contribution (in cash or in kind):

Amount(s) expected from other sources:
(Local currency) (US$ equivalent)

Other forms of support requested from the LIFE Programme:
■ Consultants (specify):

■ Other techical assistance (specify):

■ Training (specify):

Approximate cost of other support (if known):

Proposed payment schedule for the award:

Date Amount Date Amount

Details of bank account in which the LIFE Programme award would be deposited:
Account title:
Account number:
Bank name and address:

Submitted by: Date:
(Name and position)
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LIFE’s National and Global
Coordinators and UNDP
Resident Representatives

BANGLADESH
Ms. Tanzina Haque Hossain
LIFE National Coordinator
UNDP–Dhaka, House No. 60 Road No. 11A
Dhanmaondi Residential Area
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Phone: (880-2) 818600-6/818632-39
Fax: (880-2) 813196/817811/811180 

Resident Representative
David Lockwood
Country Office Fax: same as above

BRAZIL
Mr. Ricardo Neves
LIFE National Coordinator
ITC, Rua Dois de Dezembro, 78 sala 809
22220-040  
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Phone: (55-21) 205 4178/205 4297
Fax: (55-21) 205 3114

Resident Representative
Mr. Cesar A. Miquel
Country Office Fax:  5561-329-2099

COLOMBIA
Ms. Zaida Salas Franco
LIFE National Coordinator
CRESPO, Avenida 7a No. 67-13
Cartagena, Colombia
Phone: (57-5) 6647344
Fax: (57-5) 66 001 67

Resident Representative
Mr. Carlos Del Castillo
Country Office Fax:  57-1-214-0110

EGYPT
Dr. Emad Adly
LIFE National Coordinator
AOYE
14 Abou El Mahassen El Shazly
Mohandessin
Cairo, Egypt
Phone: (20-2) 302 8391-5
Fax: (20-2) 304 1635

Resident Representative
Mr. Costante Muzio
Country Office Fax:  202-578-4847

JAMAICA
Ms. Marcia Hextall
LIFE National Coordinator
United Way of Jamaica
32 1/2 Duke Street 
Kingston, Jamaica
Phone: 876-967-4112
Fax: 876-922-1033

Resident Representative
Joachim Von Braunmuhl
Country Office Fax:  809-926-8654

KYRGYZSTAN
Mr. Bakyt Beshimov
LIFE National Coordinator
President, Osh State University
Lenin Street 331
Osh 714000, Kyrgyzstan
Phone: (7-33222) 22273/26741
Fax: (7-33222) 24605/22273

Resident Representative
Ercan Murat
Country Office Fax:  7-3272-642608
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LEBANON
Ms. Brigitte Kheir Keirouz
Life National Coordinator
c/o UNDP–Beirut, U.N. House
Capt. Ali Ahmed Building
Bir Hassan (Near Kuwait Embassy)
Beirut, Lebanon
Phone: (961-1) 822145/603463
Fax: (961-1) 603 460/1

Resident Representative
Ross Mountain
Country Office Fax:  961-1-603-460/1

PAKISTAN
Mr. Fayyaz Baqir
LIFE National Coordinator
c/o UNDP–Islamabad
UN Common Premises
Saudi-Pak Tower Building
61-A Junnah Avenue
Islamabad, Pakistan
Phone: 92-51-822-071 to 9
Fax: 92-51-279 080/279 083

Resident Representative
Robert England
Country Office Fax: same as above

SENEGAL
Mr. M. Bachir Gaye
LIFE National Coordinator
CONGAD
B.P. 4109
KM1, Ave Chekh Ante Kiop
Dakar, Senegal
Phone: (221) 25 5707
Fax: (221) 25 5707

Resident Representative
Ms. Odile Sorgho Moulinier
Country Office Fax:  221-23-55-00

SOUTH AFRICA
Mr. Solomon M. Gumbi
National LIFE Coordinator-SA
Care of Mvula Trust
12th Floor, Braamfontein Centre
23 Jorissen St.
Braamfontein, Johannesburg
South Africa
Phone: (27-11) 403-3425
Fax: (27-11) 403 9522/1260

Resident Representative
David Whaley
Country Office Fax:  27-12-320-4353/54

TANZANIA
Ms. Mary Kibogoya
LIFE National Coordinator
UNDP Dar-es-Salaam
Matasalamat Mansion, 2nd Floor
Zanaki Street
Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania
Phone: (255-51) 36853
Fax: (255-51) 46718/113272 (thru RR)

Resident Representative
Jose V. Da Silva Angelo
Country Office Fax:  255-51-113-272

THAILAND
Mr. Sompong Patpui
LIFE National Coordinator
Director
Grassroots Development Institute
100/22  Loc 6, Art-Narong Road
Klongtoey, Bangkok 10110
Thailand
Phone: (66-2) 671 6911
Fax: (66-2) 671 6910

Resident Representative
Michael Heyn
Country Office Fax:  66-2-280-0556

GLOBAL COORDINATION
MDGD/BPPS
UNDP
304 East 45th Street, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10017
Phone: 212 906 5058
Fax: 212 906 6471




